
I'm using this until my other phone arrives by mail

That freaked me out

13-10-2018, 07:16

This Kathleen. And I’m going to beat you up

13-10-2018, 16:34

Hello!?!

Hi - are you on way home? Call me please

5

5

13-10-2018, 19:14

You ok? Where r u

Truthfully

Buy

I guess

Ing

Hold

Wru

Where? I’m home
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In DE or DC

Newcastle

Please be safe my love

I just want you safe and sleeping in bed with me

Do you want to go to the Latio

PATIO

Yes No

Sure what time

13-10-2018, 20:15

Trying to find out how long they will be there

What do you think?

Johnny thinks they should be there but Kyle isn’t

Do you want to go? I’ll do whatever you want.. love you

?

I’ll be home in hour

You ok? We staying home?

13-10-2018, 21:25

Why won’t you answer my calls? Where are you? Are you with someone?
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Yes Bernard who hangs at 7/11!on Greenhill and Lancaster I’m now off MD Av behind blue rocks
stadium waiting for a dealer named Mookie

His brother L is getting in car now. I’m

He has my money mad I’m getting pissed

Why don’t u answer my calls

Because your name poips up on Bluetooth and phone and I Don’t want to talk I. Front of them

13-10-2018, 22:25

Ok I just wanted to feel your love

14-10-2018, 10:22

Where are you?

I will call you. U

Are you ok? Where are you

If I didn’t let you know where I was u would be so pissed off! I’ve been calling since 7:00 am. Not
knowing where you slept and who you are with

I’m ok and I don’t have it in me to fight with you Hallie- but I’m so upset with you. I don’t know what
to do. Really rationally angry. This has to stop. Me stopping is a start but it’s not remotely the whole
solution. I do t know if there is a solution anymore. I love you.

And I was asleep

How could YOU be upset with me - I love YOU

Where are you?! I’m so tired of you being mad at me. I was home with 6 kids, I don’t know where you
are or who you were with or if you still have someone with you in a hotel. I don’t know what hotel you
are in. You come into my bed last night and then leave again and I haven’t been able to find you!!
Kids are totally confused and YOU are upset with ME.
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Ok hallie. I love you. I’m not in a hotel — wasn’t with anyone- I’m getting something to eat at Rocco’s
and How oh have to stop using the kids this way.

Enjoy your lunch

Thanks for asking me to come

I swear I did ask you to come and text didn’t send

14-10-2018, 12:53

I’m not even there. I’m trying to get cash but I can’t get into my accounts at WF

Can you come here please

Ok

Kev

14-10-2018, 14:18

No

Whatevwr Hallie

Fuck every single one of you

14-10-2018, 16:30

I’m trying to call you, what are you doing? Come home!

I was home you weren’t

Nat said

Sorry! I’m home now, jerk
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You at nana

You were t

I called 15 x

Come home, where are you

You no answer

I called you 500 times in past 24 hours

And you no answer

Practice what you preach

I was sleeping on a car smoking crack on 4th street and Rodney

Where were you?

There’s my truth

Where were you

Walgreens and janssens a-home

No you weren’t

A- hole

I went there

I was there

Both places
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I don’t believe you

Drove both parking lots

Waited in AI parking lot

Why wouldn’t you answer phone if you that’s where you were

I was on phone

Oh you think I’m making up the worst thing I could say

You have call waiting

Stop it! Just come home, I made meatballs

And I didn’t answer your call, correct!

After the 15th time maybe you would think i really

Needed to speak

I called you 15 times last night and all morning!

I didn’t ignore you because I was on phone

I passed out on the side of the road and got robbed by a 65 year old crack whore

What did you need to speak to me immediately about?! It must be an emergency - what is it

Whore?

My loosing it altogether

Come home please
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You just told me 3 things that you know are at best half truths bit lies none the less

I’m so sick of it Hallie

You’re lies are in know

You are unbelievable - I run errands for an hour and you sleep out and we can’t reach you all
weekend. You are the liar

Way comparable to my putting myself in physical danger

Then why did you lie to Natalie and not just text- I’m at Jansenns

What possible reason

Natalie asking me if you are coming home, are you?

And there we go you done to every time

Never the truth just the redirect

You are doing this!!!

No Hallie really I’m not

Why did you feel the need to lie to Natalie

Are you coming home or not! We can talk here

Because it’s all a Hallie bullshit world

No it’s not

Are you coming home
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I’m going to say hi to Aunt Val

Thanks for missing dinner again.

Just lie to the kids about where I am like you do for yourself for no apparent reason

I brought food from Rocco’s

Asshole and I’m going to leave for fat uncle jack

Where were you halloe

Bad yes a 64 year old crack whore who makes robin look like Bo Derick

And how

Where

Where

Who

Why can’t you ever tell me the whole truth I don’t understand you make me think the worst every
time I do the worst like tell you why can’t you be honest just once fully I literally went through those
parking list I left the house and I spent the entire time and the chances parking lot and then in the
fucking Walgreens parking lot back to the chances parking lot next to Walgreens parking lot why

I’m not arguing over text hunter. Come home

I made dinner and got you Noosa’s and Cocoa Puffs

14-10-2018, 17:32

Just let me know please, are you coming home for dinner?

can figure this out.
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Don’t walk away from all of us who love you hunter. We are not trying to punish you, and we are not
out to get you - we love you and want to help you. You keep running and running and running and
blaming blaming blaming the ones who love you most. Come home and  sleep here please and we

14-10-2018, 23:10

Hallie you never fail. You never love. You never listen. And as you say to me over and over you never
care; I don’t care hunter you need...

Ha

Ha what?

What’s Elizabeth’s /#

And please go fuck yourself you beautiful liar.

You are a beautiful liar and a mean mean asshole

15-10-2018, 10:34

Mean

I’m in foundation meeting

And taking kids to 1:00 therapy

A you think this is ok Hallie. Tell the therapist you need serious help. Asks her how a narcissist can
Willfully disengage from all those she tortures

You promised yo wouldn’t leave me alone I was three days over it what do you do Xanax to drink you
left me with someone who you knew leave me alone leave the keys no food I am not blaming you of
course only I could do that to myself but when I read it and then proposing alternative with you
without investigation turn down because you’ve already decided to do the one thing I told you never
ever ever to do the matter what I said to you if you do that I think it would kill me would you do.

I just want to help you get sober, nothing I do or you do is working. I’m sorry.
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I am afraid you are going to die.

15-10-2018, 12:01

And I can’t live without you

What one thing have YOU done to help me get sober Hallie?

Th ONE thing you have done is truly the ONLY thing I have ever said Would kill me would truly no
matter what never have a fucking intervention that’s the one thing that you’ve done and what you
said to me last night because you don’t care you are a superficial and highly manipulative pretty little
liar

15-10-2018, 13:07

Well I went back on my word in hopes of saving your life, sorry.

So there were so many other things to do but you choose that one thing I said don’t do. Have I ever
in the end not said yes and tried

Then please go to Caron and try

15-10-2018, 14:08

I have it all set for you if you will go.

I have someone that I think you would like to talk to, could you do that for me please? I think you will
like him. I just spoke to him for a while, he is very interesting.

You’re such a helpful person. Leave me alone this time just long enough to find even a moments
happiness.

So you don’t want to call him?

anymore ever. Do not Speak to me recovery or relationship again please. I want neither from you.

Oh come on
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I don’t what you to hurt me again .

Ever

Your life is not mine

You are killing me and the kids, are you serious?

Just fucking call him and do what you want.

Fuck you halilie

Fuck you hunter

Instead you fuck him first than I’ll be one his friend

Brother you’ve been doing sucks

For me

You jut suck period

Just fucking call him and talk, you suck too

I thought about it you have either slept with given a blow job to or just “kissed” every man I know in
DE and half the women

Fuck fuck tuck you

Oh get over your shit

Call or don’t call, I’m exhausted from it.

He is expecting your call now

Ok thanks again you overly confident north Wilmington nobody.
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That’s me

Great get tmright on it

In is this not hallie

Make the fucking call

Who the fuck else fits that descriptions

Oh your sister too

The way you two talk about me over text

You’re so done

Call him now and you can tell him how horrible I am. I’m going to a meeting. I still love you

Unlike you hallie I don’t do that. I really am enjoying this hallie your a great motivation

And thanks for the ONE in 7 days orgasm: at least you gave me one.

Just call him. And fuck you.

And then a bacteria infection and then the. Siesta life and then your period

Wow just my luck

I guess I lost my appeal

You know i just realized my entire fucking relationship with you is simply due to fucking boredom
who would have this conversation with someone as Moronic as you

Yes you did hallie when you got tested for Gomorra after not being with me for 5 weeks
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Another moron

Hmmmm

Really hallie

Just call him you will like him

I did and texted no answer

15 mins ago no answer no reply. I bet he didn’t want to stop masturbating on face time with you

I was there 7 days I was sober 3 and you met me fuck you only twice and I had one orgasm. And it’s
my fault

Wow he’s great

Please no more

Sorry for the jabs above

15-10-2018, 16:15

It’s all bully  Bullshit even though it’s all true and why let it bother you now.

Great job, I see you really gave the guy a try

What are you going to do hunter. Respectfully, please let the kids and I know.

I called and texted him and he has neither returned my call nor replied to my text you whor

*want me to what call him and beg

You are not your kids and YOUR kids and I will talk later

Stay out of this
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He said you texted you do not need help now

Whatever

Just texted again Moron. Who is this how do you even know him . Why wouldn’t he answer call or
even text back before talking to you. Another bills hit hallie move

15-10-2018, 17:41

I SENT THIS (seems like a pretty clear invitation to talk) Thanks. You seem like a great guy and it
seems that Hallie really trusts you. I hope she can begin to se how hard I am trying and how
regardless of intent she is making it very difficult for me. If you think you could help me impress that
upon her and those she gins up I'd be more than happy to talk, and I know from what I've read of you
that you seem an interesting and very solid guy I'm sure I would like. Thx, Hunter

Please go to Caron - maybe like 2 weeks and then do sober coach?

Where are you?

You are just running away again, from life, from your family, from me.

15-10-2018, 19:25

Running away

I guess you just want to live your life your way, in active addiction. Good luck hunter

I’m not able to continue this anymore. Don’t call me or text me while you run around using and
causing everyone pain. I’m here if you are serious about getting sober. Otherwise leave me alone.

I’m not able to continue this anymore. Don’t call me or text me while you run around using and
causing everyone pain. I’m here if you are serious about getting sober. Otherwise leave me alone.

I’m not able to continue this anymore. Don’t call me or text me while you run around using and
causing everyone pain. I’m here if you are serious about getting sober. Otherwise leave me alone.

treatment for your own survival.

I know I misspelled 50 things above - but You know your game plan every goddamn time
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You are so predictable: same thing every time.  a little affection- a plea for help /- an embrace- a
rebuff - disappointment- public shaming- blame- last Ditch bullshit meaningless pleas- feigned
anger - employ the children as the victims of my sins- enlist them in your secrets.(I cannot believe
you had Natalie call and pretend you weren’t sitting there once again) and finally the above. So lent

It’s all on you hunter. Stop blaming the world.

15-10-2018, 20:28

And yes, I am extremely disappointed

16-10-2018, 01:19

I’m almost there

16-10-2018, 02:55

I’m here can’t get in

16-10-2018, 04:41

Are you up

16-10-2018, 13:30

Are you ok? Where are you

Where are you? Are you ok? I’m worried

My head still really hurts..

I have the flu. Throw ing up and diarrhea

I’m sorry, that’s awful. I went to your parents to see you but you weren’t there. Where are you, can I
come see you and bring you soup and Gatorade
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17-10-2018, 09:08

I love you so much hunter

17-10-2018, 14:40

Will you check in with me please so I can hear your voice. I feel off still and I’m kind of down.

I’m having my own hard time, I feel off, I’m overtired and feel kind of down and sad, all probably from
my concussion. You know I’m worried about you, last night especially in NY, it’s a lot for me. I barely
slept, my mind was racing about you. My life is dependent upon yours, because I love you and want a
life with you. I feel like I’m waiting, hopeful, discouraged, sad all at the same time. I, like everyone
who loves you, want you to do EVERYTHING  POSSIBLE to get sober. Without excuses and delays
and accusations.

Why in the hell then did you spend the last 6 months doing this bullshit

Push pool stay go read don’t need your own’s size there’s only us there’s not us it’s not a
partnership it is a partnership you are killing me

The constant theme is that you need to get sober, so we can actually have a partnership.

We need to get sober Hallie I’ve tried. More than anyone and ten times more than you

I asked for a partnership

You constantly remind me we are alone that we don’t represent a partnership that we are not a side

Not a side against but a side for us for our family for our love

You never choose our side

You’re always this

And I’m this

I come and then I’m gone you turn me in and off you light me up and put me out
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But in every way you  never invite me in

I want you in, I need you sober

Nothing you do is showing that in anyway.

When you avoid sex as you have for months and months and months now- well before California then
aren’t you sending

The ultimate message

Please stop making yourself feel better about killing me by pretending you’re not doing just that

18-10-2018, 14:47

YOU are killing me and everyone who loves you, if you can’t get sober your way, then accept help
hunter

18-10-2018, 16:26

You make no sense

Are you still in NYC?

19-10-2018, 07:03

I’ll assume yes since I haven’t heard from you, this is all so hurtful to me. This is what makes me pull
away hunter
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19-10-2018, 08:09

19-10-2018, 16:36

I had thought all of those bags were cleared they are all from chain bridge and were packed by
Anthony. Inamnsorrybyou went through them and hope that you are ok I try truly thought they had
been searched and packed for plane 8 months ago

20-10-2018, 05:43

Every morning I wake up panicky sad worried conflicted. Not knowing where you are, if you are using
or trying, and who you are with. You are killing me everyday again and again

Where are you

Mr Gioffre (Michele’s dad) died and your mom was calling and trying to reach you to tell you

20-10-2018, 10:38

Answer your phone! Where are you?!
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Mr Gioffre (Michele’s dad) died and your mom was calling and trying to reach you to tell you

Ugh

I’m done trying to call you reach you and be there for you, you are never here for me

20-10-2018, 11:46

Unbelievable

Live your life and don’t come near me again. I’ll ship your shit, lmk where you want it. Actually I’ll
drop it at your parents house today. You have no respect for me and you only care about YOURSELF.
You are totally self consumed absorbed narcissistic fucking asshole. I am moving on so go fuck your
pathetic girls in NY, they will fill you with all the attention you need.

Live your life and don’t come near me again. I’ll ship your shit, lmk where you want it. Actually I’ll
drop it at your parents house today. You have no respect for me and you only care about YOURSELF.
You are totally self consumed absorbed narcissistic fucking asshole. I am moving on so go fuck your
pathetic girls in NY, they will fill you with all the attention you need.

Acknowledge my text so I can fucking move on from you finally

20-10-2018, 12:53

I’m going to finally fuck the guy I’ve been wanting to fuck tonight. Thank you!

That makes me angry and jealous and scared and confirms all of my suspicions based upon the
insecurities you know so well. It makes me not want to get clean. It makes me want to never care
again. It makes me so so sad and it’s truth is harsh but at least you’ve finally told me the truth.  I’m
out of detox and plan to stay another 5 days. Afterwards, I just don’t know- but you clearly do and I’ll
respect your wishes. If you wanted to visit I’d stay longer for couples therapy. But clearly you don’t.

I’m just leaving a meeting and was feeling/realizing that I said horrible things to you, addict behavior
and I’m sorry I didn’t mean any of it. I’m sad and scared hunter. I’m so scared.

I’m just leaving a meeting and was feeling/realizing that I said horrible things to you, addict behavior
and I’m sorry I didn’t mean any of it. I’m sad and scared hunter. I’m so scared.
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20-10-2018, 19:38

I’m just leaving a meeting and was feeling/realizing that I said horrible things to you, addict behavior
and I’m sorry I didn’t mean any of it. I’m sad and scared hunter. I’m so scared.

?

I’ll send again...I’m just leaving a meeting and was feeling/realizing that I said horrible things to you,
addict behavior and I’m sorry I didn’t mean any of it. I’m sad and scared hunter. I’m so scared.

20-10-2018, 21:25

Why are you answering or responding to me?

21-10-2018, 06:14

I love you

I ache for you

21-10-2018, 13:37

I ache for you
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21-10-2018, 15:19

22-10-2018, 07:15

I am always with you

I don’t know if you realize how you have filled me with pain, worry and sadness. I have no idea where
you are (I don’t even know what state you are in) or who you are with. I am scared, I don’t know what
you are doing or if you still want a life with me. It’s like you are looking for an excuse to get out, and
created a scenario where I would act out of fear, for you have told me nothing about why you left and
haven’t called.

Again, silence and you do it to hurt me and play with me and instill anger and fear in me. All I’ve been
wanting is for you to get sober and now you imply that you are but no details, and then you don’t talk
to me. I’ll leave you alone to figure out what you want hunter. I’m exhausted from all of this.

Hallie you have to stop this. Not being asking to you or telling you where I am or what i am doing is a
defense against what you have done over and over. Should I believe you this time? Every time I have
you have completely crushed me.

Basically for six months you haven’t spoken to me. You have included me my n your life for much
longer than that. I have no role in your household. You have chosen everything from Delaware  to
David over me.

Now after a week of me trying again you accuse me of abandoning you and tell me you’re done with
me and ducking the man you really want to fuck.
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I was trying to reach you to know that you are safe hunter, common decency would have been the
right thing to do. Last we spoke you were going to leave NY and go to DC and possibly stop here.
That was a week ago. Of course I’m pissed off!

Figure out what you want hunter. I want you. I want you sober. Figure out if you want me.

Every time my back for you to be there you have said no you went as far as doing exactly told you.
Every time you wanted help  I have been there

You are not making sense

Are you sober?

I’m dictating asshole - never mind Hallie. Point is you need to

Where the fuck are you in case of an emergency?!

Stop pretending for everyone that you love me.

Go fuck that guy

Where are you?

Are you sober

Yes

Where are you?

We certainly aren’t Behaving that way

I can see that!

Fear makes me act like an addict! I’m scared! I don’t know if you are sober? I don’t know where you
are or who you are with!! And you hold it over me knowing it makes me crazy!
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22-10-2018, 13:09

Well when I have told you what I’m doing to the point of actually being in your bed asking you please
stay with me please stay with me you leave me you leave me without things I need an access car
money I was three days sober I still can’t get over that

No one possibly do that And say they care

You are blaming me? And still not telling me where you are and who you are with

If you wont let me know where to reach you then you obviously don’t want to be a part of our lives.

I will not reach out to you anymore. This is wrong hunter.

You are sick to continue this blame and manipulation

I guess I was right... and you are not sober... and you are with Zoey or another slut that fills your
needs. I’ll leave you to your lonely addictions.

The rest of us will live life without you

My god seriously Hallie. Every time- love me — hate me— blame me hurt me - hold me - push me-
fuck me - leave me begging. Every time, the slightest bit of responsibility you feel burdened with you
say “you’re sick/ an addict/ a looser/

Where the fuck are you!!??

Where are you hunter

Ok then you don’t want me.

I guess I was right... and you are not sober... and you are with Zoey or another slut that fills your
needs. I’ll leave you to your lonely addictions. The rest of us will live life without you. Goodby hunter,
you are making your choice loud and clear, I hear it now.

I believed in you - that you would pull yourself out of this, out of a lonely life and a sad death. Not for
me but for your 5 children. And maybe for me too.

I don’t believe in anything anymore.
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You break my heart, but then again you break everyone’s heart.

Man up hunter. Tell me the truth, tell me you are in NY with Zoey and I will leave you for ever. Make a
choice of what kind of a life you want. I will walk away and stop torturing you to be someone you
don’t want to be. If you don’t have the courtesy respond, then I’ll have my answer.

Why Hallie. Why do you desire once again that unless you are in control I am all the horrible things
you say above. Why am I always your bad guy.

Every time you’ve drawn me back - even this very moment- in the end it’s only to tell me that I am
worthless. Why?

Are you in NY with Zoey?

Ok I have your answer.

You have broken me hunter

I am with no one

I swear on anything that I love I promise you I am not I haven’t been every time I told you I’m trying
I’m trying I’m not parking I’m not doing anything trying to get sober right now to please why do you
insist on making me feel so small always want me to prove you right and feel

22-10-2018, 14:10

Who can possibly get clean with you’re bullshit hallie. I’m not in ny

You are bullshit hunter

22-10-2018, 15:32

I know exactly where you are and what you are doing

Really hallie and what is the buklshit. And why olay such silly games

I don’t understand you.
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And if you know than why aren’t you here and why not come to me.

And why would you be angry

This is what I mean Hallie

I don’t know where you are!

I can’t fucking take it, I love you and I’m worried and scared.

22-10-2018, 16:53

And I don’t want to play these games I just want to be together and be healthy

22-10-2018, 19:49

If you want me to come to you then please tell me where you are and I will.
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23-10-2018, 09:05

Call Uber

Blend me code pls

Will u come home so we can have sex before I go

Send pleases

7064

Sure but not to be ambushed

I just got home and Diana here cleaning, should I come to hotel?

Where is it if so?

Send me code
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Now

I’ll meet you at room at 12

2485

Where is room?

Now

2485

Where is room

Where is hotel and room #??

Now

Now

Or if you won’t tell me where u are, should I go to Dover

I am on phone with Uber

Ok then text me where u are!!

I’m going to Dover then

I will text you once I’ve cleaned out room

I’m not having you come to a room with stuff in it

And I don’t trust you Hallie not to do something like send someone to get me

I’ll come pick you up

Or meet at Liz’s
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Lilly home at Liz’s. How about clean up your room and check out and come home, Diana should be
gone by then. Please let me help you get a good start to get sober. I’ll put you to bed for few days
after we touch and play. Can you be here by noon? No sabotage, if you let me help you.

There is no other Uber receipt from that night hallie just the two

Which means I need the truth

About that and so many other things

You can check my call history hallie and see I haven’t called Indira- and you call her directly

Or I will do with you

I won’t come home to do anything but have sex

23-10-2018, 10:06

I am going to DC tonight to see Maisy and she has senior game Wednesday and they are 11-1 and I
want to make at least a couple games

Did you take that from me hallie? Are you insane. Tell me now. This is no game. And you’re being
totally irresponsible and unhinged.

Tell me now hallie

You really need to help me think right now hallie - this is very very serious.

23-10-2018, 11:17

Call me!!!!

I can’t believe this, you can blame me all you want, I know it was stupid. But your part is dangerous
and negligent. And because of this and my stupidity for being worried about you, im dealing with
insanity and possibly I’m the one going to get in trouble. Check yourself into a local rehab hunter,
this has all got to stop. Don’t run away again. Please don’t leave.
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23-10-2018, 12:23

Police coming to talk to me now, I’ll take full blame. I don’t want to live like this anymore. This is too
much for me to handle.

You would think that at a time like this you would answer the phone. I may need to speak to you
about serious matters that are time sensitive. Please answer.

I’m heading to a meeting, I’m overwhelmed and still shaking. Text if there is something that you need

I need you to stop doing everything you possibly can do to make a life here an unbearable
proposition. People make mistakes out of love. People have things in the immediate past of a
relationship that are inexplicable but harmless . But who do you know that has so many inexplicable
acts that in their face are deceitful and hurtful. You have dozens and no attempt to even try to
explain. And you have now for the last time begged me to come back only to humiliate me once
again. The fucking FBI Hallie. It’s hard to believe anyone is that stupid // so what’s my fault here
Hallie that you speak of. Owning a gun that’s in a locked car hidden on another property? You say I
invade your privacy. What more can I do than come back to you to try again. And you do this????
Who in their right mind would trust you would help me get sober?

Do you want me dead.

I’m sorry, I just want you safe. That was not safe

And it was open unlocked and windows down and the kids search your car

You have now made me a target Hallie. You have now confirmed what you have implied to everyone.
How do I come home now.

And I’m scared you would use it

And they would have never seen my car and you promised to wake me up.

And you lied and you ducking set me up again. And now you invoke the safety of the children .

Unreal.

I’m scared you would use it hunt
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To do what Hallie

They think you’re scared I would shoot you

You fucking asshole I

You now have me as an abusive pedophile with homicidal tendencies. And that’s now in the hands of
the FBI.

I hate what you’ve done to me. I won’t ever recover from all of this . I’m too tired . This is the way you
love me.

Yes it is. I’m scared for your life hunt. I love you. I’m sorry.

Beau owned a handgun issued by the state and I was in the front glove compartment of his car. So
fuck you

At meeting

Scared for your life are you kidding me you

Are you serious

Is that what you’re telling people

My god

You’re an awful woman

23-10-2018, 17:58

The fucking meeting hasn’t even started yet

So what now Hallie I’m leaving for DC goodbye

Natalie thinks you were coming here to see her, no?
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Not if you’re going to once again make me into a monster.

Strike that - I do that to myself right.

I’ll never come to you again.

You have lost your mind hunter. I’m sorry I handled it poorly today but you are in huge denial about
yourself and about that reality that I just want you safe. You run away like a child and blame me for
your shit. It’s to be expected that you go, you prove repeatedly that you can’t stay and really do work
on yourself. It’s easier for you to avoid looking within and cowardly to constantly point the blame on
me.

Please stop. We really do see this so differently. You say we can not Speak of anything that is
uncomfortable for you because it threatens your sobriety you will not allow me to be near you when
you were attempting your sobriety ——for seven months now —- and every time you have gotten
sober past 10 days—- and Ive agreed to come home to do the same you blow up the entire fucking
thing every time. And you expect me to sit and divulge anything you ask of me when you won’t tell
me what you fucking ate for breakfast or whose staying at your house -//so please stop living in your
denial Hallie. Ducking you fucked this up again— I just gave you the fucking gun to do it.

You fuck things up always hunter, feel free to point it at me though. I am sorry you can’t see reality
anymore

If you want to come here and sleep over, I would love for you to hold me and just love me.

Saying things like that to me and putting Natalie in a position to only hear what you have to say is
again so discouraging for me. What more could you have done today to make me feel as if you’re
intent is to punish and demean me rather than encourage and support me. I always take the first step
Hallie. I always do as you ask and come and try and it’s not as if I fail and you’re in some danger
because of it or the kids . Instead I come as I am and you humiliate me and make feel less than
human or at least less than worthy of your love or anyone’s. So I go away and try again. And again
you beg me to come do it your way and I do and you do it again. I’m at the end of my dignity Hallie.

And Hallie John Penrod:

“Hallie have David call if something like this ever happens again (implying - next time Hunter fucks
Up)”

Let David no Hallie

Wow you’re ducking amazing

You know what’s going to happen to me if someone uses that Hallie.
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I am at the end of my sanity.

What right do you fucking have Hallie.

23-10-2018, 20:20

There are 5 guns in dads house

There are fucking more weapons in your sons room then in an armory

What’s my fuck up. Owning a gun?

How Hallie is that wrong

It’s only wrong if you make me out to be unstable.

I’m proven unstable when you put a gun in the trash can at Jansens out of FEAR

What fear

Hunter is either insane

Homicidal

Or just a ducking fuck up drug addict

You’re implications all confirmed

John and David and you can all have a good laugh

You sick human being

I come to you and you make a fool out of me once again

Are you coming or not, Natalie wants to know.

need to figure out why I think you’re actually genuine when you say you want to help me. What did
you do today that you weren’t certain would make me run away rather than stay like i obviously care
to do?
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Then tell Natalie to call me. Did you actually tell her this. You need to figure out why you hate me. I

Make one thing that you did that wasn’t intended to make me run

I want you to stay

One thing

You’ve done to help me do that

I want a sober life with you without a gun in your car and me scared when you walk out the door

Instead you demand of me and belittle me and scoff at me and shame me and lick me out of your life
you publicly humiliate me

Where else would the fucking  gun go? You promised me

You lied

You did the worst thing other than using IT that you could have done

The police and fbi still want to talk about whether I’m threatening you.

And you think I should stay

Insane

I’m only insane in one way

I love you and you do to me what only people that hate me would do.

Truly awful things you say and do.

This is my fault

You are scared

contents of the car I cane in and prosecute me in the spot and then fuck up my life potentially to the
degree it is certain your prophecy will be self fulfilling.
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Well I’m so alone again in an instant you make me feel so alone. I come to get help and you take the

Do you not see that

Really

I’m sorry. I was scared and don’t handle things right. I’m sorry

Were you Scared when you told me what a bad man I am when you woke me up

Who the fuck does that and says but stick around

I can’t even go to Jansens now

You told Natalie

You called your idiot sister

And you have questions about the past

I did not tell Natalie

Well you ducking suck

Who did

You spoke right in front of her

She doesn’t know

You said gun right in front of her

I’m leaving good bye

No I did not but you hear things your way
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Ok Hallie you told me she was right there and went on to say that I always run away that I’m totally
out of control that what happened today was my fat that I’m the one with a gun... WTF Hallie. You
have no care in the works for me it seems

Goodbye

I now threatened you and your family with a gun

You have truly fucked me over

No coming home now sober or not

Victor Emil Frankl (1905 – 1997), Austrian neurologist, psychiatrist and Holocaust survivor, devoted
his life to studying, understanding and promoting “meaning.” His famous book, Man’s Search for
Meaning, tells the story of how he survived the Holocaust by finding personal meaning in the
experience, which gave him the will to live through it. He went on to later establish a new school of
existential therapy called logotherapy, based in the premise that man’s underlying motivator in life is
a “will to meaning,” even in the most difficult of circumstances. Frankl pointed to research indicating
a strong relationship between “meaninglessness” and criminal behaviors, addictions and depression.
Without meaning, people fill the void with hedonistic pleasures, power, materialism, hatred,
boredom, or neurotic obsessions and compulsions. Some may also strive for Suprameaning, the
ultimate meaning in life, a spiritual kind of meaning that depends solely on a greater power outside of
personal or external control.

I put meaning in you and Natalie and hunter — you were the meaning I lost when I lost beau- he was
the single thing that gave my life meaning - I thought I could find that in being there for the family he
loved.
I tried and you have ripped that meaning away from me at every moment I’m at my weakest.
You tell me we are not partners that Natalie and hunters lives are not my concern you don’t introduce
or include me in anything you do. You know and spend time with the husbands of your friends even
without your friends there.

You have made my life meaningless .

That’s why I’m so pitifully at your whim. You make me come and then you rip all that I hoped to live
like I loved him away from me.

It’s all gone and now there is nothing.

I don’t even have a friend in the world that cares enough to come try and save me

23-10-2018, 21:20

You’re right Hallie my life is meaningless.
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24-10-2018, 09:58

I love you so much

24-10-2018, 12:27

I was just thinking...y Mfavorite thing to do on this entire earth is to have sex with YOU.

24-10-2018, 13:54

Your dad trying to reach you if you haven’t already connected... love you endlessly. Heading into
faculty meeting, 

How are you - how is it going? Still at game?

24-10-2018, 15:29

How are you, still at game?

25-10-2018, 12:53
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25-10-2018, 20:53

You ok?

26-10-2018, 12:48

Hi, I’m home where are you? Coming back soon? I have question, call when can

I’ll be home in 30 mins

26-10-2018, 22:25

Ok please drive safely and come into bed with me

27-10-2018, 20:12

How is it going?

I can’t do this

Neither can I

I’m leaving your car at your parents, get it when you get home tomorrow

If you do that you are once again fucking me over

Don’t come back to me house, obviously you have something in NY more important to you then me.

I’ll leave here and tell Naomi

We can’t go to church with peter

That’s litteraly why I’m staying

Because you’re so mean
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Nothing is more important than you

This was all a set up, you intended to stay and fuck your whores

But you always make me choose

It’s always either you or nothing

27-10-2018, 21:29

And a fucking party at the 60 hotel with your fucking whore like you did when you put me on a plane
the last time.

If you wanted to be with Naomi you would have stayed at her apt. You want to party and fuck your
whore. So don’t fucking come back to me. Not tomorrow or the next day either.

It’s the cheapest room in the city. I got it last minute on kayak

Peter is with her at the apartment asshole and she is at a Halloween party

Fuck you. Go fuck zoey or Anastasia - don’t come back to my house you lying manipulative dick

I really need you to trust that my intent is what I say it is right now

That a for being a parent for hunter too. You suck and I can’t do this

And to think I was so proud of you.

Really can’t believe that you’re saying these things without any reason to believe otherwise

Please hallie don’t push me over the edge out the door away again. Over what? Over this? What is
this ?

I’ll leave

Do you see
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Because you didn’t call respectfully BEFORE you got the room. I don’t believe you, I’m putting the
truck at your parents, I’m out of this. You are not sober and only make decisions on your using and
your dick

Don’t text me again I have to calm myself down.

Can’t you see why I didn’t call. I felt like staying would make you mad but I also felt like not staying
would disappoint Naomi...again.

THIS fucks with my sobriety. And I can’t do this.

And you and everyone else ascribes my failing them to my selfishness

It’s the opposite and the reason I really am so tired of this

I came here for #1 the foundation to do for Xanthi and the Greeks what they have done for us

How about if I go to bbc or Cromwell’s or oyster bar tonight

You always do and you never tell me and you aren’t going for anyone but yourself.

Fuck you

I going nowhere seeing no one

That’s believable

I came because it was important for me to show dad that I can show up

And I stayed because Naomi asked me to

I don’t go through your shit or your car and you checked into hotel without a text or call

What does that mean
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I’m not doing this with you - you ask me to do my part and you do whatever you want

Have your dinner at the bar and call your whores

And fuck you for not being here for hunter when I leave at 6am

Good choice hunter

Your choices are based on your crack brain

And your dick

NOT Naomi

Your dad is taking the truck back to his house

And now you don’t answer, you are fucking moronic

And pop got home really early - you could have called me hours ago, maybe then I would have
understood. But this late, already checked into your crack fuck party hotel, and I have to call you!
Fuck you, I’m done

You ask of me which you have no intention of doing yourself.

And you blow off your responsibilities for hunter and your respect for me by using Naomi as your
excuse. You are fucked up.

Goodnight and goodbye

I’ll return to you the same respect you just gave me.

27-10-2018, 22:29

You are a child and I want a man, a man I can respect and who respects me.

You are an ass home hallie. You’ve never done anything I’ve asked of you. I stayed here because
Naomi asked me to and I’m now going to disappoint her and you call me a child.

anything I spoke of today did you.
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You talk about trust and I give it to you despite the fact you still dismiss everything I fear, while
hiding f texts from me searching my car. You think I believed you?  You never intended to do

28-10-2018, 04:35

I’m getting in train gets me in around 740 if you fucked me over with the truck I’m going to be so
ducking mad.

Are you coming home? I’m on way to meeting

??

28-10-2018, 18:19

Sorry my phone was dead - I’ve been home since 705
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29-10-2018, 06:16

29-10-2018, 11:09

I can’t even settle my body let alone my mind. The intimacy, comfort and love I see is beyond what I
ever imagined. Please don’t belittle the pain I am experiencing. If I can recover from this it has to me
on my timeline. Is this the addiction or is this you? Or both.

29-10-2018, 15:31

https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/shallow/1434371867?i=1434371887

Are u here?

29-10-2018, 18:00

I’ll see you inside

I’m in the parking lot but do t feel comfortable about going in right now I will wait right here for you
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29-10-2018, 19:18

Come in

I came in there to spend time with you, it is your own secrecy and stuff you want to hide that made
you react like that. It is normal for a couple to sit on couch while one on their computer.

30-10-2018, 17:48

MY SECRECY- you’ve lost your mind. I have no secrets —- none - you’ve rummaged through my
entire life just to learn what I’ve already told you.

I so love you, please take my word and understand that I am sharing the truth with you. I hope you
come home tonight, I worry when I don’t hear from you.

It's a partial truth it's not the whole truth and you know it

It is the truth, honestly. Beth said to let you know that rob has called a few times and wanted to
catch up with you and to let you know to call him.

And I came back after meeting to fuck you before you left

Like emoji of myself?

It is not the whole truth

Sebright he will not change the text

? Brad is his name!

I don't know I'm driving

Brad doesn't even matter the things that the two of you say about me are horrible

The way you make fun of me when you know how much I am desperately in need

What you share with her that you never share with me
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The things you said about me to your dad and uncle Jim were horrible!!!!!

In response to the horrible shit you said about me and Natalie

And your texts back and forth with Beth

Get out of my texts asshole!!!!Let’s join together like we say we will and begin a sober amazing life
with each other. Full of self respect and respect for each other.

31-10-2018, 13:54

And my uncle and my father are not Daria then tells everyone what you say about me even Natalie

Do you have to be kidding me you spent the last 10 days digging into all of my shit

There is no mutual respect when there is only honesty from One parking

Nope, just the one text from Zoey that was on top of phone

In my car and my bags and all of my things

Nope, just washed your cloths and cleared out shit you left out that kids would have found

That is so much bullshit

I mean really Hallie that is the most delusional bullshit ever

You are Picking a fight so you can stay in hotel and do whatever u want

Own your own shit Hallie

I’m home every night

Let’s focus on your sobriety
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You will never change

Your Sebright he has only made you more arrogant

Nor you

Sebright? What is that

What

Your text?

Sobriety?

If I am the man you say I am to your friends David and Daria and whomever else then why do you
even care just leave me alone

If I’m the woman you tell your family I am, then why don’t you leave me alone. And I care deeply what
your dad and uncle jim think of me. Jim won’t even answer my text.

What is the cartoon?

Jim won’t answer your text because you’re awful to me - fucking horrible

Bullshit - I’m horrible to you? It’s your distorted thinking. I’ll send everyone zoeys texts and they will
see the truth hunter

I’ll rewatch it and remind myself how I mean nothing to you

Go ahead Hallie send them and let everybody know that I own my shit

I’m honest with you

I’ll re read you telling my best friend how excited you are to meet him at your house in the middle of
the day

Or you’re texts with Daria
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Fucking multiple people ? Honesty is you trying to clear your conscience.

The pictures of you in your underwear that you send her but not me

The lies about so much bills hit

Why can’t you just own your side like I do mine

Leave me alone hunter u are fucked up

Why

Hallie sobriety does not change the texts I have

What is t you’re so embarrassed of that you think I can’t forgive

Before you do What you always do just try try to own the shit that you’ve denied your whole life

What are the fu kin cartoons

Owning it does not mean I’ll ever get past it - I am broken by her and you

Betrayal beyond what I thought you could every do to me. Obviously I mean so little to you

31-10-2018, 14:55

If ANYONE knew what you did they would never let me near you

31-10-2018, 16:12

Everyone thinks much worse from what you have told them Halle

I just went into library and sitting next to hunter was your brown leather pouch with a stem in it laying
in the chair next to him.

I see how you turn it so I’m to blame for you leaving your shit next to hunt. Really, that is the big
thing right now, not my old text and your anger. The kids hunter and being sober and present for
them all.
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You’re right hallie - I won’t come home then. I agree on that. You’re always right and never have you
done a thing wrong. Go tell all your friends and your daughter what an awful person I am. All my
being there does is prove your right and does nothing to help me when I need you.

Come home tonight and let’s get fucking started tomorrow

I’ll go dig my own grave thank you. I don’t need you to help me do that.

Fucking started with someone who has zero respect for me drunken or sober. No thanks.

Come fucking home!!!

What home Hallie? Your home? No thanks.

31-10-2018, 17:12

Seriously? Do the right thing hunter. Come home and get fucking sober for the kids and for a life with
me

31-10-2018, 19:44

Are you coming home or staying at a hotel?

31-10-2018, 21:23

I guess I have my answer

01-11-2018, 04:18

Are you ok? Where are you

01-11-2018, 05:44

I’m worried, where are you? I fell on my run this morning. I’m fine but shaken up
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01-11-2018, 07:08

I can’t take this constant worry I feel. Please lmk you are ok.

You tell me I’m a danger to the kids when I am there and that I’m abandoning them when I am not.

01-11-2018, 08:13

Please come home, we need to rebuild. We can.

Listen at 16:20—17:10 this is why you decided to tell me that I’m the one who needs to be listening
and culminating in telling me that I’m a lazy drunk. You’re not nice Hallie.  You never strive to
understand and you have no notion of what unconditional love is not do you want to.

https://www.facebook.com/redtabletalk/posts/248366862696188/

Sorry, I’m allowed to be annoyed that you got a hotel and didn’t come home, then missed Natalie’s
game and dinner.. and I of course unconditionally love you, but it’s time to start and you look to find
excuses daily for everything

Ok Hallie- I say this is something we both should listen to- I thought it was sweet and innocent
saying we need to know that kind of love- as much on me as you and you say basically go Fuck
yourself in you lazy addict and run away.
y Whcan’t you even begin to see that it’s we it’s us it’s partners it’s best friends it all the truth all of
it. It’s not you need to do this and you did that and you’re this or that and you me Hallie not hunter
and Hallie. You won’t even let me be a part of this family fully until I pass your tests and ultimatums.

01-11-2018, 21:10

Watch it to the end and that’s how I feel and you keep making it so hard for me. I really already make
it hard enough on myself without you putting hurdle after hurdle in the name of sobriety or love or
responsibility or the one that gets me every time- Hunter own it. Don’t you understand that I own it
all already - every failure every lapse of judgment every embarrassment every mistake every
shortcoming every failed endeavor every relapse every anguish of every child in this family. Can’t
You see that Hallie. I own like a noose around my neck. I don’t need you’re help owning anymore of
the guilt and shame I already feel.

02-11-2018, 16:01

I did not touch your phones asshole, don’t say it again
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02-11-2018, 17:39

You just call little hunt to see her date but not me. You’re not my partner hallie. I am there uncle at
least. You need to move on.

Be careful I love you
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02-11-2018, 18:41

Where are you?

Are you at Rocco’s?

No I’m in Marks garage on Woodlawn

Just got off the phone with dad to see who Olivia could speak with for counseling she is at the police
department with Susan

I’m sorry, it is awful. LU

I’m sitting with her right now. You want to accuse me of being at a bar. Should I leave because I’m so
fucked up and my brain doesn’t work.

02-11-2018, 19:43

Was my response accusatory?
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“Are you at Rocco’s? “

Is that an accusation or a question asshole? Fuck you, you are annoying

And you act righteous like it would be an odd question to see if you are at a bar or a strip club, do
you not see yourself hunter

Or st a hotel with strippers or asleep in your car. So many options on a daily basis

Thanks hallie - maybe I was once again just asking you to see in me what a few remaining people see
in me

Just an inch is all I ask for

Just a inch

Show me an inch

I’m done showing you Hallie.

Really? That was your efforts?

You shouldn’t have to show the person you love and says they live you that your worth their love and

Respect

So I only get your respect and love when I’m living up to your standards at any given moment
otherwise I’m all the bad you say I am

Fuck you this is a ridiculous conversation

02-11-2018, 21:01

Can you bring me parliaments
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02-11-2018, 22:06

Are you coming home, it’s been hours, or not till tomorrow? This is my fucked up life with you

I was trying to stay up thinking you may come home. I guess you will do whatever you want,
goodnight

Thanks for letting me know

02-11-2018, 23:20

Hallie truly what do you care. You want me there for what? You say I come and hide in the orange
room the bathroom. Where do you want me to sit hallie? Should I sit at dining room table to wait for
hunter to come and ask me where you are, or for food or to tell me what he needs by way of a credit
card or his electronics. Can I sit in your bedroom with my pants off? Because when Natalie is upstairs
you’ve made it clear that you should not be alone with her in a bedroom or bathroom or a car or..,
You don’t want me near you except when you want a fuck.
Maybe I’ll go for a cup of coffee or a movie. With whom though? My best friend? Can I call Liz? Can
stop by Robi’s? Maybe I’ll call Fontayne? Why does Bills” wife not like you Hallie? Maybe b/c you are
far too flirtatious with the boy you started fooling around with when you were 11 years old? Do you
think maybe that might be it? Hmmm? I’m no rocket scientist but hmmm. Bills a sloppy drunk and
you’re a stealth flirt. I wonder? You say I’m not trying. Well I’m truly done trying for you. I’ll sleep
there in the blue room. I’m moving Hunters shut out of there tonight. Whatever you might think or
say Hallie I’m
Not leaving here but I’m not staying with you anymore. I’ll help you with the kids when I’m available.
But I’m no babysitter and don’t ask me to take out the ducking trash. You want a fuck // call
whomever you would like. I’ve been with an 18’year old girl who thinks her life is over that she’s a
piece of trash that she was raped because she’s stupid and weak and that Jamie Hobbs is the only
reason for her existence and even though he beat and raped her multiple times she needs to be there
to protect and love him. I swear to god I feel her pain.
What did you do today! This week? This month? This year? This life? Have you ever been there for a
stranger let alone someone you say you love lime I have been present and here for this family right
now? Never. You have never even tried and no one would ever think to ask you or Daria or David or
...
o Sbelittle and pigeon hole me as the drunk brother with the fucked drugged up mind. But I am not
who you in the end say I am over and over. Except for the best fuck you’ve ever had or ever will have.

Now that was fucking the best ever hallie was you fuck

You don’t answer my calls all night or let me know where you are, show up at 9:00am and accuse
ME?!! You have lost your mind. Get your meds refilled asshole

using the blue room or I’m getting my own place. You push me and bullshit me and keep your
secrets. You share horrible things about me with people that say horrible things about me. Is that
delusional Hallie. Do you want sit and go through the texts and pictures you shared with Daria or her
friend Brad? Is that I hallucination too. Because I have them all from your watch. Why would I care
about one single thing you tell me hallie. Who would want to come back to this bullshit life.
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You keep telling me I’m crazy hallie the same thing you’ve said whether you’re sober for 2 months 4
who the hell knows and you’re actually now telling me I’m hallucinating. You’re proving once again to
be the biggest mistake of my life. Tell hunter to move his stuff to the orange room today. I’m either

03-11-2018, 08:56

Since I have been back you haven’t carved out a single minute for us to be alone. Being a mother-
being sober doesn’t mean that you can only find time to do the things you want with your friends and
alone or not and fuck me at four in the morning so as not to disturb YOUR children. Get a dog and
fuck your male escort in Philly hallie he looks like a real fucking stud. I don’t want to play those roles
for you anymore.

Heading out now to pick up chip and go to Feby’s. Are you coming?

Sorry, I can't talk right now.

Are you coming??

03-11-2018, 17:59

Thanks

03-11-2018, 20:40

I’m sorry Hallie. You are bound and determined to do it all your way no matter what.
I know I’m fucked in the head and probably as bad a person as you say I am. I’m probably worse. I’m
a liar and a thief and a blamer and a user and I’m delusional and an addict unlike beyond and above
all other addicts that you know and I’ve ruined every relationship I’ve ever cherished.
So I’m sorry I can’t figure out why I would want to bend to you.
You if all people . And you want me to bend? You want to tell me just how it is in the world I so
misjudge.
Well I’m sorry but you will have to take full responsibility for the children you are molding into
smarter versions of you and Liz. The house is yours.  it’s hunter by square footag by

I’m done being your excuse to avoid: real life, responsibilities, reality, and sobriety. If you want to
change your life and show up, I’ll always be here. Don’t come in and out anymore every other day
and pout that you are  not included or respected. You won’t be respected by anyone like this.

04-11-2018, 11:59

change your life and show up, I’ll always be here. Don’t come in and out anymore every other day
and pout that you are  not included or respected. You won’t be respected by anyone like this.
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I’m done being your excuse to avoid: real life, responsibilities, reality, and sobriety. If you want to

04-11-2018, 12:59

Good for you- I’m proud of you taking care of you.

You are a mess hunter, get your shit together if you want respect from anyone

The only people who show you respect are strippers, dealers and strip club managers. And that’s
because you pay them, they act like they respect you. It’s time to choose what life you want. You are
hurting everyone around you.

Go live your life with Zoey, she will take what little you have to offer

Go live your life with Zoey, she will take what little you have to offer

To be clear Hallie you are a moron and the Hateful things you say about me are moronic.

e Therisn’t a single person I care about that doesn’t respect except for you. Name one person that
knows me hallie that doesn’t respect me - name me one person that doesn’t call me first when they
really need something that is critically important to them. The only people I can think of hallie are you
David and Daria and that’s because you’re all to moronic to know you should at least fear me.

So how have you grown in your sobriety hallie- what has changed that is going to allow you to live
not just an arrogant abstinent life but a sober life filled with giving and helping those around you to
be better people.

04-11-2018, 14:00

Really hunter. Go live your fucked up life with put me. You just bring me down again and again

Please stay away and live your addict life.

And know that I am staying sober so I can parent Natalie and hunter. You cant parent like this and we
can’t connect like this. You can blame me but deep down you know what you need to do for yourself
and everyone who loves you. I’m sure you will run and hide again so you can continue using and stay
clear of anyone who needs you.

04-11-2018, 15:28

are not fooling anyone. Everyone everyone everyone sees you in active addiction.
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You are breaking everyone’s heart. You can pull it together for brief moments every few days but you

You are breaking everyone’s heart. You can pull it together for brief moments every few days but you
are not fooling anyone. Everyone everyone everyone sees you in active addiction.

I want you more than anything, to begin a beautiful life together with respect, love, devotion,
intimacy, kindness and transparency. If you want this with me, please let me help you get sober. If
not, please stay away.

04-11-2018, 18:19

And your computer is here

I guess you are busy

Would you like me to ship your computer somewhere?

04-11-2018, 19:27

Emphasized “And your computer is here”

What are you talking about?

04-11-2018, 20:58

I’ll get my computer tomorrow when I come back. Or are you saying once again that what you say is
my home is really just your home. That ultimately (for whatever reason you want) the house is yours
the Roma In it the belongings in the rooms and the property it sits on are your’s and will always be.
That the children are your children, the rules will be your rules, your friends are your friends. And
that my access to any of the above will be determined by the ultimatums that you impose.

06-11-2018, 10:23

God I miss you

07-11-2018, 11:01

Can I help?
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07-11-2018, 16:58

Can I help?

Idk

07-11-2018, 19:52

I want to help if you will let me

Are you awake

Barely, you ok?

Not running

Just ran 3 in row.. Theresa canceled this morning, she and Steve go on cruise today

Are you in dc?

No

Where

In DE

Come in!

Are you in house now?

NO

Come in? We 3 in my bed
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I don’t want to wake them

Where is my computer

????

In kitchen under/in desk.

How am I supposed to get in your fucking house Hallie.

Why do I torture myself. You can’t even get out of bed to let me in. That’s how much you fucking
miss me.

Forget it I’m leaving-

08-11-2018, 05:02

Please come back, sleep.. let me love you

08-11-2018, 07:15

I’m still waiting to get my test. Please go to the house and I’ll be back soon. I would really like to take
you - I’ll be calm and sweet, I promise. I’m proud of you hunter.

Where are you? I’m home? Are you coming home now or not? I want to take you, but if you are not
coming back here lmk please

Hurry up and come home, let’s have sex and then we will go. Please

Are you coming back?’

08-11-2018, 08:38

Lmk if we are going, otherwise I’m not waiting around for you while you are not responding
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From beneath your mattress and behind picture of me momom and beau.

Should I put them back and bring Natalie to see first hallie. You’re cruel but you’re also so insanely
myopic.

I know everything hallie

Yet I choose you still

What the fuck is that?

Please see this as a chance

Don’t tell me I put this between your mattress and out this on the shelf

Are you trying to set me up?

I will ruin you if you do

Goodbye hallie

Fuck you, I’m sober.
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Forever

You have lost your mind.

You really think that is not yours?

That rock?

Fuck you hunter.

Get fucking out of my life

Get the fuck out of my house forever hunter.

Be out before I get home

Hallie please don’t do this

Stop

And take your fucking shit with you

And think

This time you really could push me into oblivion

Knot do or say a thing

I’ll never even raise it with you again

Get it out

But please don’t say I’m insane and making this up.

Please I’m not strong enough

I will truly break and break forever if you do this hallie
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I’m gone

That box looks old and forgotten but that rock is not mine sitting in my bedroom!

If you want it back I’ll leave it for you but please know this could kill me

Please

Wtf?

It wasn’t in your bedroom Hallie

The rock?

I went to take the picture of me momom and beau and it was sitting behind it

I’ve never gotten a rock

Th box is so clearly not of my making

Where

That to say so will kill me

Box is old
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That is my old thing I thought was gone

Every little broken clean piece

Rock was never mine

The. Why do you fucking tell me I’m insane

And setting you up and I need to leave forever

Why

Box scraped clean and lost 5 months ago.

Rock is never mine

That is yours

Between your mattress where you said you hid lube all the time

Really you searched the whole house TEn times over
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The rock??

And you blame me

You blame me for what

I’m not saying anything to Anyone

Fuck u that was old and lost. Rock is yours!

What the fuck

Ok goodbye

Go ahead! I’m sober

Fuck you!

Ok

I know I’m sober and I continue to get tested all the fucking time

Know when could ever be so cruel as you. I didn’t say you used

Never did

Did say anything was on your phone

Just the point I guess

You are fucking with my head! You make me doubt myself and my sobriety

I’m not going love you anymore

I’m not going to love even the idea of myself in my b
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Beaus eyes

I’m over now

Reall ashamedly

I’m at bottom of all bottoms any man could feel

You would actually let me believe I’m insane and delusional before even giving me the love of an inch
of truth

Wait for me. I always love you. Just know I’m on shaky ground myself

I’m not

I’m still fighting for my sobriety every day.

You just killed the last piece of me

Goodbye

And know I’m dead inside

And this time it truly is you

Don’t put it on me

Please just calm down
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You’re saying that’s me and it’s a set up or an accusation
or...I took it away. I’m not telling anyone

And you tell me it’s me and I’m insane and never come back because....

What? The rock on the top!

I’m ducking dying hallie and you are for certain killing me just the same.

The rock hunter!

The rock I found behind momoms picture

Who cares

Fucking who cares

I’m not going to be you’re way out anymore

I can’t be

let us love you. We can go tomorrow night together, I’ll plan coverage for the kids.
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Rock is yours. Come home. Natalie and I here(hunter working with teacher till 4:30) please cone and

But you know I can’t leave

Which means what live like this or die at least with some pride

Come here please and we just want to hold you

We will go tomorrow.

I’ll never ever believe a single
Thing you ever say ever again

What?

I’m leaving

I’ll let Natalie know

Okay

Thanks

You’re an awful human

You deserve no respect from anyone

Or you can come and see them and love them and tell them your plan.

And yet I never do anything but choose you

And you choose your lies over my life

Fuck you using them against me
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I don’t lie hunter, when u are sober you will see that

You don’t deserve to be a mother

You’re a fucking sociopath

Ha

Ugh

I’m dying and you’re

Let me help you! Shut up and come home. No discussions till you get sober!

08-11-2018, 14:39

Let’s do this right. Come home and talk with the kids. Let’s tell your family and your kids the plan and
let’s stick to it. Everyone adores you and wants to feel like you are safe and working on sobriety. We
can do this. Then I’ll do therapy with you while you are there. We can talk about everything you want
once you are there.

I’m at a loss, you make me feel horrible and attack me for so many things as I’m trying to just stay
sober and be present for Natalie and hunter. It is so hard for me to do alone. I’m trying so hard and
you put me down, tell me I’m doing a horrible job and come in and out like a tornado. You know I
can’t resist you and will always keep trying, but know that this life is horrible for me and the kids. I
would love to help you but you don’t want help hunter. You have again made that clear.

You are awful to me

I keep coming to you and you can even admit

You are awful to me

I found your shit and try to make me feel insane
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Is that yours

That rock is yours asshole. Yes the box is old

And the box is mine, forgotten about. I’m sure we will find your shit years after if you ever stop
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Or

Thanks for watching the kids while I went to meeting asshole

And that’s what you respond with

Yes!

The rock!

You went to two meetings??

Yes, I’m about to fucking brake!

From you!

Wow I guess even the kids really don’t rank

The box

The rock

I’m desperately trying to stay sober and you are making me insane

You telling me that a rock sat on a shelf in the blue room since,??????

Poor you

So hard

Yes! That is yours!! I never saw it! I barely go in there

Then leave me alone if you don’t want help

Go fucking smoke yourself silly
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Did u leave it there you asshole?

Really going to say ghat

I hate all of you

You hate yourself

All of your lies that make up the v”didderemy

haul of a woman

Not close hallie

The only reason I try is for the kids

And the knowledge that I’m a better person than you could ever be u

08-11-2018, 17:58

Ok I think I need to remove myself from you and talking to you and trying to love you, im not helping
you and I’m feeling really shitty, and I still need to be a parent.

This is your love
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What do you want from me?

08-11-2018, 19:14

Should I leave the door unlocked? We love you so much

09-11-2018, 10:55

https://www.hiatus1.com/

I'm on my way.

I'm on my way.

You are killing me

Really give me a minute you and me are going now

I can go with you?! Ok I love you
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Yesy

Can I still go to hunters 3:00 meeting?

Yes

What time? Can I get coverage for kids for what time??

09-11-2018, 13:48

As soon as you finish your meeting

I'll be there in 20 mins

09-11-2018, 15:19

I need to know what time we leaving so I can have my mom cover kids

You just got me all out of sorts and depressed about this

Why do you do that

09-11-2018, 16:55

I’m sorry, when you are ready, I’m ready. I really want to go with you. Thank you for letting me

I use it in the shower on my skin then I don’t have to lotion after. I use conditioner in the shower to..

Go ahead with Liz if that is better for you

So much. You are such an ass. You obviously never wanted to:

Who in the world would act Luke you are now

Fuck you
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I want to take you! Let’s go! Don’t use me as your excuse. We have a long ride ahead. You know I
want to go with you!

Fuck that

You haven’t said one kind word
Not one thing have you done but delay and criticize me for now delaying you.

Fuck you

Hallie

I’m going with Liz

Tell like that one more time and I will fucking go crazy

First thing you say to me is:
Have you done old your parents!!!!!!!n

WTF would set me off more

Wtf would make me more suspicious than you refusing sex

I will have sex with you there! I’m not being part of the delay

What else could fucking make me crazy than you saying over and over “you’re not going...”

We could fucking be more miserable than being in a car with you telling me I get no credit....

I was gone and you told me to come back

So fuck you

I’m going and you suck ass

I want to take you, you are making excuses and more excuses

Really don’t care who you fuck
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More excuses

I’m making no excuses

I’m just not going with someone Who says this process has to be fucking miserable

Yes you are. Let’s get in the car and talk when we get there

You’re fucking miserable so fuck you

It’s not a fun process

Let’s just do it please

Please

I swear to God I’m not going with you I’m not doing this I’m not gonna be miserable for the next
seven hours just not gonna do it and have you criticize every little fucking thing with her is about me
about everything and yeah Hallie every time I’ve gone to fucking rehab it’s been a fun process and
I’m not fucking getting

Please

In the car with you you’re a miserable cunt

Liz will take me at 9

She’s awful too but at least doesn’t make me feel horrible about you. At least she reminds me that
there’s some fucking reason I love a gas lighting mean woman who demeans me

In public and private

Just yesterday you told me I was delusional and literally hallucinating —-

Making things up to harm you

I
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Planting shit on you

What the fuck

09-11-2018, 18:09

And you can’t just go with the flow here

09-11-2018, 20:03

Do you want me to take you now or Liz?

I’m picking up the kids now, they both wanted to come home.. I love you and I so proud of you and of
us

So why can’t she drive me

WTF

09-11-2018, 22:07

??

10-11-2018, 05:03

Please call and let me know you are ok

Sorry, I can't talk right now.

10-11-2018, 13:47

Where is the key? I want to get out and pee

I’m not leaving you here. I will take you to nearest train station. Daria is in Boston — maybe you could
go there.
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Amazing that you live her more than meX

Fuck this

Fuck you , leave me alone. I’m fine.

Excuses

You swore to God you wouldn’t do this

You swore knowing that doing it would fuck me up right on the edge of making it there

And here we are

You’re actually showing more emotions

Of Daria

YOU kicked me out of the car - this is all you

Well come back in the car and I’ll drive you to the train

I’m right here

I’ll get to the train myself

I have no plans to go anywhere now anyway

I truly didn’t believe that the obvious romantic live Daria has for you was something reciprocated

I thought you did what you did and do just because it’s easy and available and who cares

I’m not going anywhere without getting you on train

As I have no money and no credit card and

You’re going to fucking just hope I make it
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All for Daria

You can have Daria Hallie

I don’t care about Daria, I care about you

Really hallie

Didn’t seem like it

Really

Seemed kike first thing you said was great now you ruined my relationship with Daria said I was at
fault and teared uo

When I said she was hurt that you went as far as to aske her to live with you for good and then
stopped calling

Well hallie the way you care is pretty fucked uo

When was the last time you even came close to shedding a tear for loosing me

Don’t cry for Daria

I don’t know what u are saying, you ducking smoked up the car. I had no emotion accept disgust

You can have her and David and all the others

Oh now you’re going to say I subjected you to my use

I begged you not to come

I don’t want her and I don’t want David

Just go hunt
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I said it would be horrible for me

And you insisted and promised

You only want me there to me mean and make me feel as horrible as you do

And who can possibly see this as anything other than you trying to completely ruin any chance I’ll
ever have

I can’t believe you

I can’t believe

You fucking kicked me out of the car!

How am I ruining anything

I said stop telling me to shut the fuck uo

Stop telling me what I can say or not say

You promised

You swore

Over and over

I can only take so much abuse

That you wouldn’t do this

You swore

What it’s abuse to tell you what Daria did and

You can’t keep doing this to me
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Nice try hallie

This is all classic you

What do you want from me?!

You the victim of my “abuse “

I want you to care

You want me to brake?

About me

Not you

Not Daria

Not take me for your own edification

Then you have to treat me differently

Take me to help set us on a new path

Apologize for the awful way you both spoke about me

Apologize for being so cruel for that 6 weeks

You make me cruel by doing this to me

You make me cold

If you can’t make me sad

You make me distant
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Is sure a stretch that your cruelty is my fault

By torturing me again. And again and again

Your detachment and avoidance and withholding of affection is my fault

Do you know how classic that is hallie. It’s literally out of the text on what gas light abusers do to
their victims

What do you want?!?

Blame them for the way you’re treating them

Call telling the truth or asking a question torture

Always lead it all off with

I’m trying to get myself home since you kicked me out of the car in conn!

“This is too much you’re in sane Hunter.”

I’m here asshole

Right outside get in the car and I’ll drive you

Fucking come now

I don’t want you to drive me, I’m mad at you

If I’m not going with you then I’ll figure out how to get myself home

I’m so sick of you telling me what you want hallie. I’ve got to either go get ducked up and ditch this
whole thing or make it.

You’re now making it 5 times harder
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Me?!?’

It has to be on purpose

You specifically said you wouldn’t do what you just did

And now it’s my fault

I specifically said I was going to talk about everything

It is you create fights and torture me

And anything I wanted if you insisted on coming

Exactly what we agreed to

And surprise

I did exactly what i said I was and you do exactly what you said you wouldn’t

So how important is getting me there now

What do you want? If you don’t want me to go with you now then I’ll get myself home. If I can come,
then please stop yelling at me and questioning me and torturing me

I guess not more important than Daria

Daria is irrelevant

I have no fucking choice now

Get in the fucking car

If Daria’s irrelevant than what’s your fuckin torture???
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10-11-2018, 15:14

How is it that you can

I’m again embarrassed and feel like you I run head long into your traps. Who in the world knowing
how difficult this is for me would spend the last 24 hours ridiculing belittling bating ignoring petting
seducing dismissing the person so in need.

And here I am again including you so that you can set the stage for your sanity as compared to my
rage. I don’t have words. Get up now and leave please.

You know what you are saying about me now as I sit here waiting listening to how you characterize
me and spew that bullshit and laugh

10-11-2018, 21:07

How much that hurts me

12-11-2018, 11:10

https://www.nadtreatmentcenter.com/6-major-benefits-of-nad-iv-therapy

12-11-2018, 15:26

What do you think - I could see about coming to you this wed-fri, then home and back to you with
kids Tuesday then they can see you, spend the night and go to Nantucket and I’ll stay with you.

12-11-2018, 18:47

I’m coming to you on Wednesday my love

12-11-2018, 20:23

How are you? Are you awake? I can’t wait to get to you Wednesday. I’ll rub you and touch you and
love you. I’m so proud of you.
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13-11-2018, 10:33

How are you feeling my love? I’ll be with you tomorrow. Call when you can so I can hear your voice.

13-11-2018, 18:42

https://share.icloud.com/photos/0TMj1hTU7ycKZVXbBvtjLrrMw

What is that?

Look at they eye

Beau?
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That I is yours

Yes numb but the one above

I’ve never seen the same eye before

13-11-2018, 20:56

Ever

Weird. Natalie and I thought the pic’s were beaus eye, you have the same eyes

Maybe this is your hallucination from the drug
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13-11-2018, 21:58

It’s the actor who plays Superman

?????

13-11-2018, 23:53

Hmm

14-11-2018, 04:20

Really hmmmmm

/???????????????????

14-11-2018, 06:56

I keep calling and FTing you

14-11-2018, 09:31

I’m at airport early waiting to board

Goodbye hallie. You fucking liar.  Call Devon Call Karly Call anyone for fucks sake. You sit and keep
your lie at all costs.

I’m leaving.

Please pay Keith whatever he Is owed to date- and have a great thanksgiving - all one fucking big
game to you/ did i ask you to come- did I say leave me alone you only make it worse- did I say no
matter what Don’t talk. Did you do the exact opposite. You’re never wrong Hallie.

You fucking must hate me so much to do be this fucking cruel.
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14-11-2018, 19:24

I’m at the inn. Keith is waiting for you. Call him

14-11-2018, 20:59

I’m not coming back to you. Every time I ask even one thing you purposely do the opposite. You and
Keith work on you and Keith . Thanks again for coming Hallie. You’re so helpful,

You again use me as your excuse to avoid sobriety and reality. I’m to blame. Get a fucking grip and
come back here!

15-11-2018, 01:49

I will get a flight home this morning.

15-11-2018, 09:43

Wtf halllie. Keys and your purse are in car

Where are you going
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15-11-2018, 10:57

I’m on way back, 20 min

Transfer/wire all good

16-11-2018, 11:54

Actually not able to do till Monday. Are you finished? Call me - I’m sorry

I can’t do anything right with you, I’m sorry.

Hallie- that’s unfair. I just don’t comprehend the reason for going through everything of mine only to
leave it in a trash can sitting next to me on the bed. Regardless of what I have on me it don’t I have
you full access to everything in my possession of which you combed through and placed in bag next
to me. Why even if you think I have some big stash in a bag that is constantly

Combed rhrough and has nothing

Either way it just seems like a vote of no confidence or a purposeful fuck right Hunter you’ll never get
this so have at it.
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It’s really confusing. If I left you with a rock, what was the point? I just wanted the trash next to you
so you would put everything in it when you were done. I’m sorry

That ash in the ashtray is almost all crushed Cr...

I’m sorry.

The point was I want to be done and I knew letting you help by actually letting you throw stuff out
would be a huge psychological step on my part

Why do you think I’m going through the trash Hallie

You wouldn’t let me do I didn’t see the point, I’m sorry again. I’m really trying to help you without
pissing you off but it happened anyway

B/c I’m out

Let you do what

I was being totally hinest you saw all that I had

And I finished it and thought so that’s the end

I should have taken everything before I left. I’m sorry

Except for this fucking treasure trove by the bed

Put crap in trash and tie it up. I didn’t know that was shit, I’m sorry

I can’t believe in some way it wasn’t intended

That it wasn’t a statement

Are you kidding me!

By you
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That I’m not worth it

You are fucking worth it!

I’m sorry - you wouldn’t let me totally do it so I just left it there.

I shouldn’t have left till you were all done. Do you want me to come back and spend the night with
you while you sleep it off?

Take adivan.

Should I not board? I feel like I let you down.

I don’t want to talk right now

I have to think

Or stop thinking

Don’t think

Sleep

This is my choice

I am your choice!

I need to do this alone I guess

Pick me!

I do over and over

And you inexplicably always leave me with a trash can full of shit sitting next to me in a lonely room
and say well if you weren’t such a fuck up id give you the loyalty you don’t deserve.
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You have my loyalty, and my heart. I promise. Sorry I fucked that up for you

And I choose to believe that no matter how much I know its not real because I’m tired of the trying
and the failing in the eyes of those I love.

I choose to believe that I don’t deserve the respect nor the loyalty nor the

Compassion.

I need sleep call when you land

16-11-2018, 16:06

I know we can do this together my love. Sleep. I can’t live without you

You didn’t even clean out my blue toiletries bag Hallie. What was the fuckin point

Where are my notebooks

How many sorrys can I give you. You were still using so I just left it. I’m sorry! I’m sorry!

I’m the LV or the big back pack

That makes no sense

Neither does it that u said fir me to clean it out but leave you with a rock

That’s where I assumed you would do it your way. Certainly not my way

Stop blaming me! I went there to be by your side! I’m not trying to sabotage you! You wouldn’t let me
do it the right way and now you are mad at me.

What’s the right way hallie. I had one piece left and everything else would be gone Stem’s bags chky
all of it. I finished that in 1 hour and fvaliught that was it only to find that you left everything that I
had on top of that and didn’t clean out the car. So what the fuck are you saying.

Just stop please
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It’s all my fault

I’m sorry

Again I’m to blame. I was there to love you and I fucked it all up

I asked you for two days to let me! I had less than an hour to go through your mess. But all my fault,
I’m sorry again and again.

I told you last night you cloud go through everything- never mind hallie- it’s just confusing to me-
you ask me to do something I do it and I give you full access to the whole of it and you did the exact
opposite of everything I thought would help me and

16-11-2018, 18:27

I’m sorry hunter, I intended to be helpful but I guess I ducked things up for you. I am sorry. I don’t
want to make this harder than it is. I love you

16-11-2018, 20:58

I hope you are sound asleep, I love you so much.

I slept. Its not you fucking things up Hallie. Its me. In this particular instance its hard to figure out
why you just left it all after having gone through it all.

Did you use honey. Its an honest and non threatening question. And not an accusation.

Good morning sunshine. I love you and I’m sorry. No I didn’t use, thankfully I don’t feel that
obsession anymore. I just got text for another test - I’m going for run with Theresa 7:15 then I’ll go to
take test. I’m so tired. I wish you were in my bed right now.

17-11-2018, 05:40

And then I’m going to try to get appointment for today to get my hair darker, now I don’t like it either

17-11-2018, 10:33

Are you ok? Will you check in with me so I can hear your voice please. I miss you already
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Hi Robert, this is Caitlin from the Compass Rose Inn. Can you please call me when you have a second
978-675-6660. The credit card we have on file did not go through - I need updated payment
information. Thank you

Tyffany texted me this morning and I gave her pictures of my Amex. Did that not work?

Can

Can you please call them and see.

I’m getting text from Tiffany about a house rental too

Yes Airbnb place on beach it’s cool and secluded u will like it’s 250 a night
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17-11-2018, 13:50

Are you doing ok? I love you so much. I believe in us!!

17-11-2018, 17:43

Please just text or call me..

18-11-2018, 05:13

Are you awake?

18-11-2018, 06:43

I am now

18-11-2018, 08:10

Should I get your ticket? Wed-fri?
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18-11-2018, 15:18

I miss your skin and touch

18-11-2018, 16:20

!

Do you want to find flight? Or do you think your parents will want to come there? We will do whatever
you want. Love you

Should we do the wire today?!

19-11-2018, 11:15

They just calmed me, need to know ASAP

19-11-2018, 13:26
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19-11-2018, 15:01

What are you doing? I’m getting my hair darkened right now for you

You awake?

20-11-2018, 06:08

???? I’m calling

20-11-2018, 14:21

https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/live-that-long/1148149164?i=1148149180

I’ll call you later

20-11-2018, 20:34

??      ?????

20-11-2018, 21:40

Lmk when your flight is please. I’m exhausted and going to bed. I hope you are feeling good and
really working to stay sober. Love you

Just get fucking sober and stop blaming me

20-11-2018, 22:55

And stop lying and lying

Don’t talk to my doctors. Don’t pay anything on my behalf ever again. Don’t talk to any friend of mine
without asking

I’m to blame here
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My permission first.

You cause this insanity

This is all you hunter

The only thing i blame you for is being deceitful disloyal and untrustworthy. And for being small and
weak in your fear:

I won’t be involved anymore

21-11-2018, 00:01

I’m ashamed to have fallen for your seduction. I am ashamed to have allowed someone so pedestrian
so venal so plain to occupy any space in my heart let alone all of it. I am ashamed to have allowed
you to make me feel lesser than the man I am - a man you never deserved.  Someone sent this text to
 me tonight
“What you think is love hunter is nothing more than the void she selfishly filled when you’re brother
died, she took advantage of you’re goodness and until you realize how much more extraordinary you
are than the doubt she has filled you with you’ll be trapped. It’s like the tape worm has convinced
you that you need it to survive as it eats your insides out. That’s not love Hunter that’s death”

I still don’t understand what you are talking about. Either you lied to your therapist or me and what
about RI? Elaborate. And you turn this around like I’m against you and sucking YOU dry. The death of
you? And who is “someone sent this to me tonight”? I don’t know if you have had a day sober since
you arrived there. My fault is that I love you and keep trying over and over to help you get sober and
happy.

You need to understand that I don’t think you ever have my interests in mind. You’ve constantly
interfered in my sincere attempts at getting clean and staying clean.

I’ve never lied to you about whether I’m using or not. Never- I have no understanding of why anyone
would lie about it the way you continually have with me and everyone.

Don’t mess up thanksgiving anymore than it already is please. I hope u are clean and come home
with us. If not, lmk

You once again can never make me. Part of your life when you feel entitled to be in all of mine.

You have secret conversations with my friends and tell my therapists things to have no right to say.
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You constantly doubt me and accuse me of not trying when I have without a doubt and now fact tried
twice as hard with 5 times more success than you.

You withhold your affection rand respect.

You come between me and Nyone import t to me.

You are the idiot who to this day doesn’t have enough respect for my children to have figured out
how not to fuck yo thanksgiving.

My kids aren’t here because they hate you

Fuck your Hallie

Ok Hallie thanks for setting the trap just line you always do

21-11-2018, 05:09

No one cares what you say or do anymore Hallie. You’re sober so what. What does you’re sober self
contribute to this family anymore than you’re drunk slut self.

Who in there right mind could possibly argue that calling my psychologist without my knowledge and
calling me a liar could be beneficial to me right now. Is it ok because you’re paying.

Who do you think said that to me Hallie .

What a fucking joke you are.

Yet I sit here and take your shit while you get drunk at the same party you probably gave mike
whatever a blow job.

Do people bday that to you Hallie. Because I get that everyone. Literally everyone.. from Robin to
your sister to dr borin.

Has anyone ever said to you- what do you see in him hallie I just don’t get it? Or it’s not like he’s
obviously good looking. Or I don’t see the appeal Hallie. Or it’s not worth it Hallie he’s not on your
level and never will be.

I’m not going to come to DE. I’ll ask Dad if he wants to bring kids up here on Friday. Gives you some
time to go the stupid shut you do that I’ll never know and don’t really care to anymore.
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21-11-2018, 06:09

Are you really not coming home for thanksgiving? Kids will be crushed. That is horrible of you, don’t
tell anyone that you “show up” for the kids and do this to them

I’ll tell the kids you aren’t coming home if that is your decision, and we will then decide what to do
for thanksgiving

You’re insane- you say don’t come and ruin thanksgiving and then say if I doing come I will ruin
thanksgiving.  n Agaiyou’re kids will be crushed if I am not there and your kids are crushed when I am
there. Send them here- what am I going all the way to the beach to be with you for?

I’m not sending them to you now

fuck you ill be there like I fucking always am even knowing its so you can crucify me as you always
do with the nails I invariably hand to you. Ill tell the kids that once again. Your mother is doing exactly
what I’ve told her makes it very hard for me to do what I need to do to get better. Your mother is as
selfish and insecure woman who cannot stop being a cunt just because thats her nature she was
born that way. So guys as you know your mom is not the one you should be listening to about
anything because as you know guys she is only good at taking care of herself.

If you can be honest with yourself and everyone that you are struggling to stay sober and don’t think
you should travel, then I’ll send then with your dad if he wants to take them. If you are going to put
blame on me and try to manipulate everyone who is trying to help you, then I’m not sending them.

What a cunt you are. Ive never been dishonest about whether I’m using or not. Your the l;ieing piece
of shit in that regard and every other. Stay the fuck out of my head Hallie no more help from you
because you love. It is driving me insane. Just leave me alone if you can’t at least not do harm.

21-11-2018, 08:29

What’s the worst place for me to be trying to stay clean? Delaware. I tell everyone to come here to a
beautiful house on the beach with a cool town with the same shops as Nantucket and I can continue
my treatment and what do all of you fuckers decide?  You are so fucking helpful Hallie.

21-11-2018, 09:49

I’m sorry if I’m making things harder for you, that certainly is not my intent. You may not see it but
my actions are out of love and concern. If you think it is best to stay there, I understand.
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What I know is that being together is better for ME than being apart. That being compassionate and
loving is better than being inconsiderate and selfish. I do know that in relationships sometimes one
person needs to be taken care of with empathy and understanding and affection rather than disgust
annoyance and avoidance. I do know that you could have taken my needs into consideration just
once and even if you’re lying and acting tell me why you love me because for three years you’ve
gotten all that from me when you would allow me to be in the presence of your family while not
acting outwardly as if I were your great burden. I’m not an invalid I’m not a bad person I’m not
someone who should have to ask his partner to love me demonstrably . I’ve come to accept that I’ll
never get all of you that you will never take the bus for me regardless of my sobriety. But just once
you could see something like - this is probably the most difficult position I could put Hunter in-
maybe we should all go to him and show him just how much we love him because his children will not
be with him and being alone is like being dead.

I love you. Do you want the kids and I to come there? I’m sorry I don’t want you to be alone ever

Help me help you, I’m never against you. Please don’t point the finger at me, it just gets my back up.

21-11-2018, 11:16

I had hoped you would figure this out days ago. Please be understanding the kids are totally
confused by all of this. I don’t know what is right anymore and I don’t know what to do. I don’t think
you even want to be around me.

21-11-2018, 15:24

Are you ok? Have you thought things through about tomorrow? Talked to your parents? Please lmk
what you think everyone should do. We love you

I am coming home. I am going to my parents tomorrow. LMK your plans to the degree you feel I
should be included in your life.

Thank you I love you. I’d love to pick u up at airport - what time/airline are you arriving?

What are YOU doing tonight? Where are YOU going?

Tonight? I’m home, I have nick Marvin and hunter, Natalie coming home later. I just picked boys up
from WCC where they ate dinner. I’m in my yoga pants, sad and missing you

And binge- watching Netflix
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21-11-2018, 19:11

Why don’t you and Andrea and your other friends David knows well but I don’t all go out and not tell
me. That’s about par for the course of the respect you give me as I fight to come home to you and
you lie on your couch doing whatever you do that I’ll never know.

21-11-2018, 20:58

Hmm? Who was at the party last night that you purposely didn’t tell me you were going to?

I’m not having these discussions

I’m all alone on the night before thanksgiving with no one and nothing

I love you and I’ll see you tomorrow. Lmk if I can pick u up

And you hang up on me

You have all of us!

You don’t respond

Because I’m crazy

If you didn’t purposely not tell me

I love you but I’m not talking that will end in argument.

Do you have a flight?

If you didn’t hijack my relationship with my psychology if you had a little love in you

You would just say this is who was at the party

Shut me up hallie
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But you choose to withhold and make me believe that there is more as has been the case in the past

You seemed drunk last night

You were up at 12:30 b/c as you said you were sleeping in

And you then are texting me at 5 AM

Ok. I was there for 45 min, they had been there 2 hours - I did not touch alcohol and was the first to
leave. Don’t say again that I was drinking, I am fucking sober

And you say I’m crazy

And I ran this morning!

And who was at the party hallie

It’s a simple question

Cindy Randi Bonny Wu barb colasante

A reasonable one

Andrea and her friend I forget name, and few others.

Few who what men hallie

I’ll send you the picture that we took for Andrea

No men asshole

That was so hard

You asshole
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Dickhead

Do you have a flight?

It was whw you went to Cindy’s for same girls after school. Hand iliut that I later learned was where
Andrea was hitting on you (your words) you got high and lies about it with Mike Owen and lies about
him

Flight?!

And you don’t think

I would be dumb king angry

Oh forget it. Sorry I shared

Ducking angry

That you make me fight it of you that you tell me after the fact that you do t  talk time until 12:30AM

Forget it is right your never wrong

I’m crazy for feeling alone in this relationship
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Who is coming to whom

You are not alone

Do you have a flight?

Who is always bending to the others decisions

Unilateral ones

I was there 2 time in a week! I’ve only been home a few dsys

Who has ever fought for the other given uo for the other gone away for the other took the blame for
the other

Flight?

I have no flight

Stop! We will be together tomorrow and I’ll show you my love

Leave me alone

21-11-2018, 22:25

Why no flight?

21-11-2018, 23:56

I don’t want to come home.
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22-11-2018, 06:53

22-11-2018, 11:20

What is your flight info so I can pick you up?? I can’t wait to touch you

Bring me my key now
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I left it on seat of car

Fuck you you are so incredibly horrible - my dad is now in car and you fucking have Natalie hey in to
snoop

Why do you do this

You. Never fail

And neither do I

To be the fuck up

I just moved your car and she hopped in. You cannot expect me to cover and hide for you, you
should clean car and have nothing in it. It’s on you, not me!

I hate you hallie. I expect a friend not an enemy . You know took my keys and didn’t tell me went
through my pockets to get them. And now you have my dad in my car and that was all so predictable
and you don’t have to cover anything just don’t make sure I get embarrassed as you always make
certain I am seen for the awful human being you see.

Goodbye agaim

Are you kidding? You blame me?!

24-11-2018, 09:33

I’m not blaming you for anything except being at best totally oblivious to my feelings or at worst
totally intent on highlighting my failings to Natalie and my Dad- making certain that they  know they
can’t trust me. Innocently putting the evidence of my continued failures directly in front of them so
they can be as disgusted and disappointed as you want them to be. I don’t blame you for my fucked
up life hallie. But I will point out that you’re a vindictive mean spirited totally predictable asshole.
Why else would you have done that. Oh just to move the car.  “You’re crazy Hunter clearly whatever
bs you’re doing now isn’t working either.” Thanks again for all the support.

I was quickly moving car, had not even seen your dad all morning.

Not purposeful

And I told Natalie not to get in the car and she pushed her way in as she does
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Okay

24-11-2018, 10:42

I’m sorry honey

Can't talk right now. I'm driving.

24-11-2018, 12:28

I love you

24-11-2018, 14:15

Where are you? Are you coming to DE or going elsewhere? Why are your phones going straight to
VM? Please lmk.

See you in 30

Where have you been?!

Resolution for the boys with Natalie is that I said they can come here

24-11-2018, 15:36

A friend of mine was Bradley mugged and robbed. I don’t care what you think is true not true I really
don’t. I’ll be to your house after I deal with this.

24-11-2018, 20:13

Where are you? At 4:11 you texted you would be here in 30 min. I don’t understand why you wouldn’t
check in over 5 hours?

Im headed back to MA. You always do this. Always. And I guess I do this too. Itches to end
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24-11-2018, 21:24

What did I do?

24-11-2018, 22:47

Was Johnny here Hallie?

25-11-2018, 09:53

Is there a reason you don’t answer me Hallie.

There’s always a reason with you Hallie. “What did i do?” I have no clue and I never will.

You acted insane when I moved your car, left the beach and blamed me. Didn’t answer for hours and
no one sure where you are. Driving up and back so you can continue using. It’s hard to count on you
for anything when you come and go. Hard to follow your lead when you are so inconsistent. I love
you and want to be with you but you make it really difficult.

Hallie you know Why I was upset about the car- it’s because you did it without asking me and it
ended up that Natalie got to poke through stuff and dad did too.

25-11-2018, 11:15

Johnny?

I never saw or talked to Johnny

Really? You are one thing Hallie. You are consistent.

25-11-2018, 12:29

What are you talking about?! I never saw or spoke to him. Really hunter

25-11-2018, 15:33

Where are you??? This is insanity again
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I’m not feeling secure with you not answering for days. Mad for no reason. Unreachable for your
family. You can’t expect to be a part of our lives like this. In and out, in and out. I’m not going to
follow your lead when you are not sober and unreliable hunter.

26-11-2018, 08:18

Who am I unreachable to? I’m upset for very real reasons to me. I’m not in and out I am sticking to
the schedule I told you. You have not called me or texted me in last two days that I did not respond.
You don’t need an excuse to do what you know you want Hallie. So just do it without hurting me
more in the process. This isn’t me it’s you and me. And you’re full of shit

26-11-2018, 09:21

If you want you and me, you have to get sober so we can be partners. This does not feel like a
partnership. I’ve FT you multiple times this morning called and FT yesterday and Saturday. And
texted.

26-11-2018, 12:22

I will call you after my infusion therapy

26-11-2018, 14:26

What time is the funeral tomorrow?

Omg you again don’t respond to me!!!! You must be drunk on crack doing a can show for Justin or
having drinks with David! Funeral time tomorrow please.

26-11-2018, 15:41

Thought you were calling me. Sorry I had my phone on counter, I was working on my speech with my
dad. I don’t know what time funeral is. I think I heard 11:00.

What speech

And fuck you

You’re so ridiculous
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I’m so sick of trying for you

You have to get sober. I can’t be around you anymore like this. The arguing, the insanity, the
inconsistency.. it’s too much for me.

Please go to inpatient and get yourself together, then do the ketamine if you think it’s working.
Otherwise, I can’t do this. I love you, I’m sorry

You are never changing Hallie. you tell me indent answer when you never call and then ion call and
you don’t answer. I ask you a specific question and you purposely don’t answer me but instead send
me self righteous bull shit.

I can’t talk now

26-11-2018, 17:03

That was fucking hard to text. You’re so juvenile. So incredibly disingenuous.

You know I love you hunter. You know I would do anything for you. But you have to help yourself -
nothing I have done to help you has made a difference. You get mad at me either way. And you still
aren’t sober.

I don’t think we should talk, I can’t resist you but this situation is killing me. I can’t be with you until
you are sober. You can do this. You have to do this.

26-11-2018, 18:33

I don’t think we should talk, I can’t resist you but this situation is killing me. I can’t be with you until
you are sober. You can do this. You have to do this.

You’re loosing me Hallie. Each time you repeat this cycle of drawing me in only to shut me out I move
a step further away. Each time you determine the best medicine is isolation our connection grows
weaker.  Each time you demand I come back after being kicked out only to expose and  me humiliate
me in front of Family and friends I become more aware of who my friends really are how weak this
myth of our family has become.  y Evertime I get help or lean on someone central to my life and you
place your self in the middle and become their partner and confidant to my exclusion I doubt your
sincerity when you say you love me and you are helping me.

You are loosing me hunter
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“You can do this.” You said that exact thing to David in a text when you were trying ton help him get
sober. You were bringing him gatorade and foo and medicine and I was in my apartment alone
begging you to come to me.  You got this David.  You’e rgoing to have a wonderful life.

I never had you Hallie.  You never gave all of yourself to me.  Ev retime I fought for sobriety you
barely acknowledged my struggle let alone help me.  You criticize every thing I do.  u Yoexpect t me
to do things exactly your way and you include me in nothing of import to you.

26-11-2018, 20:12

Just get sober please

27-11-2018, 18:44

I am always with you hunter, I love you desperately and tragically always.

Inkniw Hallie. And I known you don’t intentionally hurt and make things more difficult for me. I was
thinking about two things.

27-11-2018, 21:28

WRU

28-11-2018, 10:39

Im sorry you feel like you have to block me from every part of your life in order for you to feel better.
Thats not something I ever wanted you to feel. I hope the day goes well. I would have loved too have
been there with you and in sorry you obviously didn’t feel comfortable being together like that in
public.  s Makeme sad that youre embarrassed of me because thats all about you and not me.

28-11-2018, 13:16

I love you but I cannot be around you until you get sober. You need to go to inpatient. You are
continuing to use there. You could do ketamine once you are sober if it is helping you.
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29-11-2018, 14:19

I know what I need to do for you. I’ve done it for others
before and for long stretches1 years, months it doesn’t
matter how long really it only mattered that I cared enough
to do it. And what I always found on the other side of the
bottle was a more Managua

Manageable life. But not a  more fulfilling partnership or friendship or lover. I’m afraid and if past is
prolog certain that you have no intent not desire to try to even understand what it is I want from you
for me

You have my heart hunter

I know what you need from me and you deny me the chance from the start. AND KNOW THIS I DONT
BLAME MY ADDICTION ON YOU BUT I DO KNOW THAT THIS SADDNESS this inertia this feeling of
defeat is because of the way you refuse to see me.

You refuse to see that the anger I have over you and David cuts so deep. It is more than I can bare at
times. And for you to not fully acknowledge and listen and allow for me to begin to understand a way
for me not to hate you for that is an even deeper cut.

recognition
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And it is hatred at times real hatred. To know that even after I expressed myself you choose to
dismiss me as crazy and choose that relationship over this one makes me seethe with anger. I’m
sometimes paralyzed by it. I am sober and I am drunk. And still you sit and show no remorse no

Nothing.

All I need from you is sobriety and your love. We can work through anything together.

And you say get sober and I say why.  Why should I give you anything when you cant even say or
show your live for me.

Will that change

It hasn’t in the past

I’ve been sober and you partied with David

I did combo and you left me to smoke cravk

I detoxed at home and you left me with Liz

Stop the blame. Everything with be manageable when you are sober. I love you. I know you can do
this. We shouldn’t talk if you are going to do this

I told you to take it all and throw it away and you left it sitting by my bed

Enough.

You’re not and don’t believe you care to hear me Hallie.

I don’t blame you

Call me when you get sober hunter.

I blame myself for trying to make you into someone you will never be.

Ugh, stop
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If I ever do get sober Hallie do you think anything I just wrote will be any less true

Listen to yourself.

I do and it says she will kill you only if you let her. And I keep letting you.

No one is killing you, not even me. You are killing yourself. When you realize your part, you will be
able to get sober.

My part is all of it Hallie for the last fucking time. I choose your just like I choose ceajk. I know neither
will give me what I need nor what I want and will betray me every time in the end. But im addicted.
Not to the sex not to the high not to the physical or emotional return. Im addicted to the pain and the
blank  nothin gness each invokes in me. My part is all of it Hallie youre just the drug that won’t let go.

I can’t give you what you need - nothing is enough or right for you because you are NOT SOBER

Yes

29-11-2018, 15:20

Just work on yourself and stop trying to talk about anything until you are sober and clear headed.

I’m scared to sober up and to be faced with the disappointment of your diffidence and
disrespect.  How many times will this be? I count 5 sincere attempt and 13 months of sobriety for me
. I count 3 months maybe for you and not one completed program for you.  Did I speak toy this way
when you refused to follow any direction.  Each time I finished a program you never even considered
addressing “your part” not even an acknowledgement of how you could help “us”- nothing - not a
single thing. In fact it was the times I was sober that you behaved the worst.  What will be different
this time? What certainty do I have that you will be more inclusive more respectful to me? I have
none.  You refuse to even say I will talk about it on the other side. So stop with your self righteous
bullshit 3 supposed months of sobriety ultimatums.  Just try to be my friend at least Hallie- you
stayed friends with David even though he’s the worst fucking drunk looser I know.  n Cayou at least
give me the same respect and love that you give him?

30-11-2018, 05:44

You have my love, my heart, my friendship - always. As your friend, I’m telling you you need to go to
inpatient.

promise. Taxes came out of my accounts and leaves me short for girls and Kathleen. I hate asking
you because I know it stresses you out to
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Can you please wire 25 into my account to cover Kathleen’s alimony I will pay you back Monday I

Feel like you’re supporting me . I promise I will pay you back anything I owe you within the month. It’s
important it get done before 3 and sorry for asking last minute but I thought I was covered.

30-11-2018, 13:30

I’m sorry - they would need to raise the cash and also they can’t wire this late in the day

Well that was predictable

30-11-2018, 15:39

Predictable of you to ask 2;15 on Friday

Well hallie that’s true too so don’t lift a finger don’t do a damn thing except criticize and protect your
assets. You’re never going to be different than the tenor of those two texts. You’re an island your a
rock.... you know the song.

30-11-2018, 16:41

Thanks

No thank you for being as consistently you as you can be.

30-11-2018, 18:03

How are you possibly mad at me? I’m here waiting for you to get sober. I love you

01-12-2018, 08:32

Are you doing ok? I think about you all day everyday. I hope you are doing everything possible to be
sober today. I love you hunter

01-12-2018, 18:45

I miss you and love you
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02-12-2018, 14:59

I don’t think we should talk, I can’t resist you but this situation is killing me. I can’t be with you until
you at least try to respect me. You can do this. You have to do this.

04-12-2018, 06:53

I want you to be here. I want you to nurse me there the first few days and then got home with you
and stick together all day and night I want you to do what I asked you to do before.  I want you to
take care of me and put up with me until I’m out of the woods. I don’t want you to not speak to me
and give me ultimatums that drive me away.

No response

04-12-2018, 08:01

Well what can I say Hallie

04-12-2018, 09:05

Please get sober and I will be there. You have to get yourself to inpatient

You send me this:
“What do you mean come to you? I would do anything for you but doing the same thing over and
over is not working. What do you want me to do? What can you do differently? What do we do
differently together?”
And then you say The above.

What the fuck??? You’re such an asshole. What would be different is if you came to me and stayed
with me after. TOGETHER! WTFHallie?

Hunt, you have to do this. Nothing I do for you helps in any way. Tell Keith to take you to inpatient. I’ll
be there for you when you are sober.

You are such an asshole. I have no ideas how to even respond to you. Im asking you to give me four
days of your undivided attention here. Get me over the hump and then wow stick together sober
from there. And you are saying no.  that’s different you’ve never done that before even though I’ve
asked. And you say no. tell me my option is the one thing you know I won’t do under any
circumstance. You’re not my friend Hallie. Stop pretending that you are. Ive had with your bait and
switch bullshit. So unbelievably selfish.
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04-12-2018, 12:24

Can I talk with Keith?

Well? Can I talk with Keith please?

You can after I see him at six and  we will call you. Why? You need to stop trying to influence the
people around ,me based on the bullshit observations you concoct from nothing but your own
imagination.  You haven’t seen me you wont talk to me you won’t listen at all. But you have your
prescription and you want to make sure everyone else has the same.  f Iyou won’t help me then stop
purposely hurting me. Did you tell Tiffany that you wouldn’t pay the weeks bills for here? I need to
know but for I go to treatment and before the owners of this house evict me.

I have given you 50,000 and now my CC is at 30,000. That is 80,000 in 2 months. My CC froze due
to your activity. This is more insanity - and you tell me I’m selfish and trying to influence people?!

Froze from my activity what the fuck are you talking about.  I have nt used your card in over a year.
what did you tell Tiffany? And what the fuck are you saying hallie I have to pay 40 in alimony and
Keith’s bills and the rent and tuitions.  t Noa dime elsewhere and you think I won’t pay you back?
You’re an awful selfish child. I paid over 525k on your amex in nine months. god how do you think
your kids will see you when they are enough to see how small and selfish you are.

Keith and blue water and the hotels and your rental are all racking up my card!

Do you not know who is paying for everything? You need to wake up and get sober

Go to fucking hell Hallie and stay the fuck out of my life.,  keep my m on ey that youre spending from
the sacrifices I made in. Order for you to have its.  y Eversingle dime you spewed on clothes and
hand bags and trips to NY and hunters games is directly a result of what I did for my brother not for
you. And you think I won’t pay you back partner.

You are fucking asshole

Im taking a loan from you for treatment!!! And im racking up your bills.

Youre insane

You can’t see beyond your self
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Are you are using!!!!

You are delusional

No im out and have no money and here with Philip

Phillipa

You should be in inpatient

And I can’t go to my therapy now and I have to leave this house

Perfect time to go to inpatient - since you have spent a ton are are still using.

unbelievable

I hate you hallie

You!

I really hate

Hate

Hate

Hate

Hate yourself not me

Hate

Hate

]hate
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You

You are acting like a child

You

Reality I ma

Am

I will pay you back Thursday if you could please loan me the moneybforn this house fornthese 3 days
its 600 or so and this one therapy session another 500 I guess.

And please leave me alone after that ill figure a way.

A way to get sober?

Now this is exactly the same thing youre doing

You never change

I ask yon to come

‘You say anything a

You do nothing

You are the one who needs to change - you need to get sober today. Today. Today.

04-12-2018, 13:25

Call me from Keith’s office and we can discuss everything

anymore. I hope we can rebuild and have a life together, but that would be in time. Totally sober. I
love you Hunter.
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I’m sorry I got angry on the phone. I’ve been wanting to talk to you but we never get anywhere. I’m
not ready to be with you in any way until you have some significant time in sobriety and significant
time in therapy - sober. I love you but I can’t continue this angry blame game and inconsiderate
behavior. If/when you come to DE, please do not come and stay at this house. You can stay at your
parents and see the kids as you wish. I adore you, I believe in you, but I can’t be a part of this

Youre allowing your selfishness and youre immediate desires for lesser relationships to bring this
tragic love to a final end. I know you hate being alone. So do I. But you have the kids and your friends
and your family and I beg you to come and help me and do this once and for all together.  You’ve
never stuck it out with me not with Marlon not the last time I just was with you not here with a
Doctor. Never stayed through the end.  Your strong in your sobriety and im almost 3 days clean but
still you won’t come.  u Yosay paying for my doctor would way on your conscious if something
happened to me but refusing to come help me won’t?

You can rationalize this any way you want.  Clearly vou don’t want me home in any shape. So if youre
finally ready to move on just say so Halle.  I need to hear it.  I need you for once to be honest and
stop this absurdity.

When you mean goodbye say it.

And I blame no one hallie never have and never will.

You have it wrong. Above you tell me all the ways I am not doing enough for you.

How so Hallie. I asked you to come you won’t I asked for a loan for a doctor and you won’t.

Stop trying to make yourself feel better for wanting to move on.

Where are you going for Christmas?

Maybe when you have some time sober and in therapy, you will see things differently

Ill see what differently

Whether you are right about not coming and not helping me pay going forward for this course of
treatment Its a fact that youre not coming and not paying. Its your choice.  I’m not blaming you for
anything. Its just the facts, whether you made plans without my knowledge to go away is just the
facts.

Where are you going?
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I’ve been trying to call you for days to discuss and you hand not answered.

Can you pls answer my call

And I’ve been paying for months and you are still acting insane. When do I stop taking your abuse? I
need to hold onto my self respect.

I don’t deserve your treatment of me

Hallie don’t do this please I’m doing the best I can and I appreciate that but please don’t make me so
alone right now. Answer me where are you going

I agree you don’t

When you are sober you will see things differently

Im sorry frustrated

And feeling very alone

Yes I’m sure I will

Where are you groin g honey

Kids and I going away with the Boulos’s the week before Xmas to FL. We will be back the 23rd.

Who all is going where in FL

When did you plan this?

It will be good for the kids to be away not worry and obsess about the family changes and the
holiday. It is very depressing for me too and I’d like to be away from it.

Hal come on I’m really trying here I get it you had to make plans and I’m not

There but please don’t just act as if I’m dead
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I’m not.

Who else and where will you be

Yes you are hallie

Youre cutting me out in every way right now

Helen Tim and kids at Tim’s parents, same as we did 2 years with beau

How much more alone could you make me

I’M NOT MAKING you alone

At east give me details so I doin t start to obsess and thin k youre going away to be with someone
else

When you are sober, you will feel differently.

Youre not except when you do things like this

06-12-2018, 09:37

Nothing to obsess about. I’ll give you all details.

Where are you goin g

18-23

Please tell me what other families will be there and where

You are loosing site of this hunter.

And not knowing until you already decided makes me feel like Minot and never will be your partner
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I know so help me not please

Thats easy enough and not irrational of me

I’ve been holding off and trying to reach you and you haven’t been answering my calls!

Work on your sobriety please

Thats not true but if it was I’m sorry you specifically said you didn’t want to talk. Now here I am
please fill me in. If you don’t ill go crazy over it

You kiwi will

Know I will.

Crazy over what?

Where youre going who else will be there in the place city your going to etc..

I said I will! I’ll get specifics from Helen

You don’t know what city your flying to?

You don’t know the families that go to that beach?

Ft Myers and there for 4 nights, then to her brothers in Miami fir 2 nights then we fly out of there. No
family’s go to their beach. Beau kids and I have been there twice.

Im really tryin g here hallie I really am and it feels like youre purposely doing things that you know
would drive me nuts.

I’m not going to have this be your new focus. It’s not about YOU. I’d like to relax on the beach with
the kids playing with friends and avoid the pre-holiday insanity. We will be in bed early and I’ll be
able to go to meetings and I’ll have a break and feel good. That is not about you.

When you have some successful sobriety and therapy, I hope that we can try and make a life
together. I always love you.
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youre right its youre life and your family and your money and your….I hope you have a great
time.  I’m finished with you.  So any pangs of guilt you might have had don’t sweat it.  Youre free to
do as you wish.  As am I and I promise you I will make my own plans with whomever there e hell I
want and ill send you the pictures for your scrap book. Now its truly over hallie. I’m sad and hurt but
I’m going to make this my chance to free myself from the constant pain you deliver.  m iglad you did
it this way it makes it easier for me to do what Ive known needed to be done for a long time. Youre a
small and silly woman hallie. But you are clever and you’ll be just fine. Plenty of older men and
woman for that matter out there will find you to be a real catch. When I’m sober ill introduce you to
my new love. I know exactly who she is and Im not going to wait for love in my life any longer. Have
fun in Miami. Kids not going? LOVE IS AN ACTION AND yours speak louder than words. We never had
life together and we never will. You made. Your choice and I accept out and I’m ready to move on
from the drain. That you are.

You are a child.

I’m sorry you can’t see things for what they are and how the rest of the world see life. Your thinking
is your brain from use.

Well maybe I am but I’m never so selfish as the grown woman you pretend to be. Tell me hallie who
doesn’t think youre a selfish and self serving mean spirited woman. Even youre friends do. Maybe
not the ad sycophants like Helen but everyone else does. You will always be t and always be without
me.

And I’m so relieved to not ve to feel guilt over leavingg you.

Do you hear yourself?

Half my brain is twice the brain. You have hallie. Don’t be so ridiculous.

I do and I finally feel released

You need to go away to inpatient - your behavior is not sane.

I ask you to stick with me and n ow at least I k ow why you won t

Youre a joke. Go live youre little life.

Good bye

Child
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Happy child finally

Fine then. But stop this pleaae

Face time me for real see my smile

You are sick hunter

Ill be in ny this weekend if you need anyting I had planned on driving home with liz. I would be five
days clean by then. But thats not enough. I thought being with you and staying you around the
clock  until i came back up would be safest. By the 18th id have close to two weeks. And you say I’m
a child. Youre choosing to go to fl without me and I’m the child. who gives a shit what you think.
Really no one.

Just get sober first

Then we will talk.

No more talking hallie. Goodbye. I’m going to nYC to be with Naomi this weekend and I’m sleeping
with whomever the hgell I want. You can talk to whomeverver you already talk to I do not care.

You sleep with who ever you want anyway.

If you were truly working on being sober, you would have a very different attitude and outlook hunter.

Not really I’m sober right now and I don’t like you anymore e than I didn’t like you on drugs. Least
now ill be confident enough to get the fuck out.   And by the way don’t where the skimpy bikini its
not flattering anymore. Gotta go - Phillipa is waiting for me were going for a plunge in the ocean.
Now she is fun to be around.i truly will send you pictures this weekend you’ll love them. she is
gorgeous. Io can’t wait for your sister to get here.  e Maybi’ll come to Miami with her? We don’t have
to see each other but id love for the kids to meet the girl id like to will lThey will adore her.

Addict behavior

Rational and clean behavior. You’re sneaking around and making up bullshit reasons for nit coming
now when I could have used you. That’s addict behavior. And by the way Keith and Tiffany think
you’re an entitled ungrateful bitch. Really ask him yourself call Tiffany. If you like. Headed to the
beach.
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06-12-2018, 10:38

I did talk with Keith, at length

He told me hallie and he spoke to me after. I spent 4 hours in infusion yesterday and two in therapy
and rest writing with Philipa after swim and long walk on beach. and no drugs. And none of your
discouragement. You’re just not a good person hallie.  It’s the bottom line truth. You’re not and that
life you cling to is just so small and venal and meaningless to me. You know that and thats why you
chose it. You chose to go to Naples where the Centreallas go the Owens the Autschlers the— shit
even David goes there. I really no longer care. And I don’t desire that either nor the borrowed houses
of the Buccinis or the guest pass at WCC I hope you get that little slice of nothing you so desire.
Were both running short on time take what you can and grab someone rich because the in surname
won’t last forever. by the way I got paid today. $127,000 and on the 19th Cooper closes a deal that
pays out to me $283,000- sale of the PBM I own 5% of. I’m not sending you a dime by the way. I will
show you my bank statement though. Can I take the kids with mine kids  after Christmas to go
skiiing. im goin g to ask Ashley to come too.

Also total for up here is around 18K not 30. regardless I appreciate you slowly repaying what you
owe me. You have a ways to go.  s Thankagain for that. Much appreciated.

Fun. Smiling. Healthy.

06-12-2018, 11:53

The kids would have thought this was fun just the five of us. I think ill go back to Malibu for that time
or maybe Miami.

06-12-2018, 21:58

Who do you think dislikerdyou more as a human being- me or my brother. Id say he did by the end.

07-12-2018, 06:05

I loved you hallie. And im sorry I failed to love you in the way you need a persons love.  I look back
and it seems I filed from the start. I never met your needs fully and that’s why you were never fully
mine. And I now see that was my failure to understand. I wish that it all turned out differently but
you’re right to push me away because my need for your love is not something you will ever give me
under any circumstance.  y Mneed for loyalty and affection is as great as your need for security and
conformity. Your also right that sober I could and would provide at least the security you need- the
lifestyle you are attached to. But you will never give me the loyalty and affection a true partner
deserves. You’ve proven time and time again that you value your private world separate from me
more than you value loyalty to me. Thats never changing. I can’t accept a love thats only half the love
I need again. I can’t live a life giving to a partner who doesn’t respect the whole of me.
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07-12-2018, 17:43

children every day sober than I am on my worst day. So
stop your silly ass dramatization of my world. I know I’m the
most interesting person you know but you and Helen should
go back to your soup business talks — think bi Hallie dream
big soup dreams with Helen and stay out of my way.
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Ive been this to them their whole lives and you somehow
create a myth that im absent because of my problems when
really my problem will lighten its load when I have someone
to share the struggle with me- just because they adore me
and truth be told thats what I need want and demand and
will have from the next person I allow to profess there
unyielding love to m. That girl will love me up and down and
out and for better or worse — she will love me with her
actions and not simply her empty words. but the problem
really lies with you hallie- its your problem that demands I
not be home…unless I meet whats the latest ultimatum
today.  Forget our relationship hallie you killed that a long
time ago- but please don’t kill my relationship (mine not
your vision of how things should be) with Nat and
Hunt.  You may not love ME the whole of me not just your
ideal version of me—but they do and will unless you
continue the villification through manipulation and
oversharing bullshit stories that are rarely true about
me.  Jesus Lily has the exact words you use and some I’ve
only heard you tell me about me.  How is that remotely
appropriate. illy for Christs sake. No more of the silly
ilysm.  Im just trying to like you enough to be civil when the
kids are around. Ill be in nYC  this weekend and I think DE
Mon and TUE that back up to NY for night and then back
here.  When I’m home ill sleep int he blue and I don’t care
what you say youre not telling that I can’t be in my brother’s
house n o matter what.  You’e rmore of a danger to those

Was that you - I hope it was- I hope you and you’re children are enjoying your holiday rituals- I wish
you could have loved me enough to have included me - even once in the last 4 Christmases - I would
have loved to start our own traditions. I am clean now 5 days. And you have cut me out of your life
again why? I will find you some day but I hope

08-12-2018, 19:21

I’m so proud of you, I’m not cutting you out. Just giving you time to focus on you. I love you hunter

No you love the idea of me not all of me. You never did and you never will and it makes me think that
there is nothing I can do to be less than who I am good and difficult. I am this and I want someone
who will be there to help me be the best of me and not deny the worst in me. I am alone now because
I choose to be. I am alone b/c I chose you — all of you. And you chose to not give me all of you nor all
of your love.

I’m sorry you feel that way. I love you and you know how much I love you. You have to get sober and
stay sober. I can’t help you do that. If you won’t go to inpatient then you are choosing to do it alone.
You have me here waiting if you want me. I’m not trying to move on with out you. Im trying to allow
you time to get better.
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I am clean and I have no idea who you have chosen. Who are you “waiting” for  Hallie? How long do I
have to pretend to be only what you want me to be until you at least pretend to make me a part of
this family that you claim is yours alone and only mine to visit.

You are moving along without me. You never moved anywhere with me.  As you’ve said there is no
“us”.  “I’m You do you and I’ll do me”

Should I not take your words seriously.

I don’t know what you want from me. This is time for you to work on yourself. You have to embrace a
sober life and work on yourself to be a good and healthy part of me, us, a family.

If my words anger you then it is certainly not a good idea for you to be here yet.

Don’t you get it Hallie. What keeps me clean is the Being a part of you of a family not being apart
from you from family.

We want you to be with us and part of us more than anything.

I’m not trying to punish you

It has been a rough road for all of us

Who is “we”

Do speak for Natalie and Hunter as if they choose to keep me away.

See hallie. I will never be a part of your “we” Have fun in Miami without your “we” but with ???? Who
knows who you make part of your world. I don’t know any of the people you share your life with

Rough road.

The fact that you have all of these feelings and anger is what you need time to work on, sober.

You have no idea of rough roads hallie. You seem to me doing just fine.

Anger. Feelings. You’re ridiculous
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Who in the world sober or not doesn’t have feelings. Being angry at something that is wrong isn’t a
lack of sobriety Hallie.

It’s a lack of working through things while sober

Regardless I’m speaking to a brick wall of self obsession. Whatever you say. Just stop trying to
separate me from my kids. MY kids hallie OUR kids. You had nothing to with raising mine but I’ve
been these for yours there whole lives.

A lack of ...

Yes you lack love

Maybe so but I will never stop loving you.

How do you love me Hallie. By telling me in a text that you do. Is that the only way you can love me
Halie. It seems it.

08-12-2018, 21:41

Please stop focusing on what I do and don’t do for you  and what I lack and focus on yourself and
sobriety today.

09-12-2018, 09:57

https://itunes.apple.com/us/music-video/beyond-live-at-red-rocks-2018/1437836004

09-12-2018, 15:10

How are you? I love you. You know I (and kids) desperately want you home with us. If you can be
totally sober, come home and we can do it together. If you are having difficulty getting totally sober,
then please consider inpatient and then come home. Or is that not what you want?

That song haunts me. Its something I don’t think ill ever have again in my life and something I think
you have determined to find when you are finally over this episode as I feel you now see me to be.
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10-12-2018, 16:53

You are my one and only. You have me. This is not an episode - maybe you feel scared because you
have been alone so long. You are amazing hunter, no one comes close to you. You are all I want. But I
haven’t had the real you, the sober you. We can do this together.

11-12-2018, 00:08

Are you asleep?

11-12-2018, 04:26

Up now. U asleep?

Awake

At brew ha ha with misssy after speech

Ok have a good day whatever your plans may be

Hallie for christs sake how was she??????

Amazing! Should I call you now? Do you want to say hi to missy?

Why would you think I wouldn’t want to kn ow that- or her grades which she had to send to
me…would you have called beau right away?

Just tried you

No phone rang

Call me!

11-12-2018, 08:17

you even thought to mention it. You suck. A lot of peoples cocks.
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Thats ok my mother-step mother- called to give the details of how she did- yes my mother before

Ok Hallie you don’t tell me because im mad at you all the time for not telling me or including me in
your life for saying things like David was there for me when you weren’t get over it, I never really
thought beau would want you making those decisions (in front of all of Rob’s Amagansett friends),
and on and on, and you do all those things or fail to because im mad at you all the time for not
including me and saying and doing those horrible things.  m AI a part of your ;life only when. Im at my
best and when im not im totally out? Can you not see how demoralizing that is.

Let’s stop this anger and blame all the time. I’m handling a lot here, please cut me a brake. I love you

You need to stop saying that im blaming you, or that im angry at you. Im not angry anymore and im
not blaming you for any of my issues.  Im simply pointing out that you are neither a good partner nor
a decent friend for that matter.  You clearly say one thing about this supposed relationship and act
another way. Your duplicitous in that sense and untrustworthy. No blame no more anger. Just letting
you know that I have no interest in being a partner to someone who does not act in any way as if I am
a part of “her” family.  And congratulations on handling a lot there.  I have no idea what your talking
about even though I have three daughters an ex-wife dwindling resources a NYTs story, the its
the….n Jesus Hallie the most significant thing you did was buy tickets to FL as far as I can tell.   o
Npartnership looks like the one you seem to believe exists here.

I know that you are telling me that I must except you for who you are- and this is who you are. Week
I’m telling you unequivocally that if this is who you are if this is the partnership that you are willing to
grant me once I’ve met your ultimatums then I do not want to be your partner.  I say that with all the
sincerity and as little anger as I can muster.e Halliif this is what you have in mind as a relationship
with me then I am not interested. If you want to reconsider and show me how it will be different then
I please let me know before its past the point of no return. Awe are not obligated to be each others
torturers and I may never find that love in the song I sent you but I will at least find a love that
respects and affords me dignity and inclusion no matter the condition I may be in. I love you but I
neither need nor want the love youre willing to give.

11-12-2018, 09:33

You are constantly telling me you need more from me. I need more from you too hunter.

i acknowledge that and I try and sometimes I have succeeded and sometimes ive failed. Now Im
winning. But Hallie have you ever acknowledged that youre willing to give more- or simply give what
is the foundation of any partnership.  You don’t even see my need as legitimate nor your actions or
lack thereof as a problem. You say all I do is tell you I need more. Hallie you do nothing literally
nothing but tell me how ive failed you and the kids. And that every single complaint I have is due to
my lack of sobriety.  I can’t tell you im happy with someone who never attempts to even understand
their actions as hurtful and dismissive.

I know what I need to do and im trying. You kn ow what I need and you say that you wont give it and I
don t really need it. Well why try for someone who doesn’t .e seyour needs as legetimate.
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Forget it Hallie.

Just saying the same thing over and over and you aren’t listening because you arent going to change
a single iota. If youre waiting on me to be ok with the way you treat me then ill copied home clean
and give it one more try. And if I feel the same way I do and have for two years now don’t be shocked
when I say this isn’t what I want, this does not make me happy and this is no partnership.

But who knows maybe your right sobriety will lower my expectations of love.

I’m not saying that hunter, I said I’m sorry for not making you feel and be included. This takes time
and you are not here. You need to be ok with healing on others peoples time line, not your own. Get
sober and come home and be present. Then I will feel like you are my partner and I won’t want to
make ANY decision without you. But not till you are present and sober and I feel secure with you not
leaving again

11-12-2018, 10:36

Show me one time in any text that you apologize to me?one single text. And I’m either your partner
for better or worse or not at all. You won’t get it ever and I’ll try to live that way but I’m telling you
now i won’t live a miserable life just o you can have a mediocre one.

11-12-2018, 11:37

Enough of this hunt. Work on yourself and stop telling me where I am falling short.

12-12-2018, 07:06

How are you

lifetime. So start acting with some gratitude and and appreciation for the love I offer and you do not
remotely deserve right now or for the past two years for that matter.  I have my faults but being
present and loyal and generous with my love and affection are not at issue. That outweighs any
faults I may carry and constantly and willingly correct. You need to make a choice - be my partner
now or find someone else.
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When I come home and I test clean Hallie I will have done my part. So when that happens I expect
that you will have done your part- you will no longer be openly disrespectful towards me as you are
now particularly in front of the kids and you will begin to act like an equal partner in this relationship
and not the self righteous recovering addict with a little over 3 months clean who has all the answers
but thought the 4th step only entailed listing your resentments towards others and not the harm
you’ve done and continue to do. For better or worse Hallie thats a partnership in good times and in
bad. i won’t live like this anymore- with a woman who feels she can push me out of a family thats
only mine when she feels living up to her ultimatums. I lived with the woman for 23 years and I finally
found the strength to leave. i wont make the same mistake twice. So the next time you text me as if
your my mother (“enough of this”) or give me prescriptions for my life (“You need to be ok with
healing…”) or give me ultimatums (“not until you are present and sober and I feel secure…”) while
the same breath telling me to focus on myself (The insane hypocrisy you’re capable of in just two
texts) remember that Minot someone to be disrespected and dishonored for much longer.  There is
no security that will be enough for you Hallie.  Nothing will be the   that you think you deserve.  And
you know full well your insanely lucky to have one of us let alone the chance for both of us in one

When you have consistent sober behavior and consistent presence in our lives, then the kids and I
will gain your trust back and feel secure. You can’t just say you are sober and demand respect. Being
present and sober and not leaving repeatedly will build it back hunter. You are not entitled to it. We
always love you but you do need to show consistency and sobriety to gain back trust and respect.
You can get mad at that as a reality but it is true. Talk to your therapist about it, not me please.

Bullshit Hallie I am entitled to your respect. Respecting me is not contingent on my sobriety it’s
something that I grant you regardless and I expect in return. And you need to stop telling me that I
have left repeatedly. You have told me repeatedly to leave: and I’ve honored that because I’m not
your partner in reality. Im your brother in law. And if you think. Stalin trusts you anymore or less than
she trusts me you are out of your mind and your ego is the same ego that makes you think my
therapist isn’t in full agreement with me. There is not a professional nor a family member not. A
friend who has not told me to leave you to stop hoping for you to change. Not a single one.

This is what my therapist like every therapist I’ve  seen has said:
“
I am sure you two have intimacies and pages of your shared life stories that bind you together, but,
really, she seems rather ill-equipped to both love you and command your
attention/respect/admiration, etc.  You’re avoiding being the chosen one, because you were not the
chosen one, by your step-mother.”

I’ve expressed how I feel and how I see the reality. Your choice hunter.
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No Hallie it’s yours and the last chance to stop and think before you send me another non sensibility
egomaniacal text in reply. Just think it over before you put a final nail in the coffin you’ve built for
this relationship. Think that not one person agrees with you. Not one.

I love you. Try to do the same for me and consider meeting me in the middle. You want this over
them say it. But don’t pretend to be trying while do nothing for US .

I’ll be sober next time we see each other. You best be humbled.

You need to humble

Loving you is the most humbling experience I could ever Imagine.

I need the opposite hallie. You’ve stolen my confidence and I keep thinking the thief will be the hero
and return it to me. But that’s not how most stories end. The thief  will always be a thief.

No one can steel your confidence. Do the right thing everyday and you will feel confident in yourself.

Again, talk to Keith not me. If you want to be a part of our lives. Get sober, consistent and stop
demanding things when you have shown nothing.
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Jesus fucking christ Hallie just shut the fuck up…yes someone can steal your confidence— you give
more love than you get in return and thats a fucking— only I can get it back.  You can help or you can
keep fucking running your mouth.  For real just shut up and be grateful I didn’t have the confidence
to leave you nor the heart to hurt you a long time ago.  d Anagain read above and see what Keith has
to say.

12-12-2018, 08:55

I am sober you self righteous fucker.  d AnI miss you Sio much and I love you and I want to feel your
body on mine.

I just want to feel you too. Desperately.

So tell me you love me and will never give up on me. And I’ll tell you I’ll never stop trying to be the
man you need me to be.  e Pleaslets build each other up with confidence and love and not pick away
at each other with resentment and anger.

Ok you are right. I love you more than anything and I will NEVER give up on you. Please don’t think
that when I get mad I am done. I’ll never leave. We were brought together and bound forever.

YES - but let’s not be bound in an endless fucking fight over nothing but pride.  I love you forever
which makes the prospect of feeling like this so horrible. And I can’t stand not having sex with you it
literally drives me insane.

12-12-2018, 10:33

I am feeling that too. Come home soon?

12-12-2018, 15:27

Be this and I will always be that

How are you?
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More are coming through on my Amex.

???

What is the question? I’m just making you aware

I had no idea tell them you won’t pay

What? Then how is paying?

Ill figure it out I guess

I can’t reject it now. When you get paid can you give me a chunk?

13-12-2018, 06:45

Jesus Hallie yes
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Why r u annoyed with ME?

13-12-2018, 07:53

13-12-2018, 12:23

You are in NY?

Yes I came to NY as I told you I was to meet with Doug Brinkley about a job which I desperately need.
Thanks again for your support.

Sorry for sarcasm . Yes I’m leaving back for plum island now just spent 5 hours with Doug and they
were the most productive 5 hours in 2 years. I live you and hope that you’re missing and loving me.

13-12-2018, 15:11

I do, sorry you never mentioned ny. Glad it went well. Love you

You never mentioned NY at all. Hard to believe.
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13-12-2018, 16:40

And now no answer.

??

Maisy didn’t getting to Penn and I’ve been dealing with that because he’s hysterical and so please I’ll
contact you when I have a moment I’m trying to fix but obviously was a major screwup

I’m sorry about Maisy. Where are you? NY I assume?!

Forget it.

Justify it how you want.

13-12-2018, 18:37

I’m out.

Because hallie you have no patience. I wasn’t absent for fucking 3 months not answering your phone
calls. I was absent 1 hr at most dealing with something. And b/c I’m really sad first of all and annoyed
that I have to defend myself to you of all people makes it even harder to deal with really awful
situations. For that reason you’re out? And you call me irrational and irrratic. Maisy can’t stop crying.

Then maybe you should be with her rather than in a hotel in nyc

13-12-2018, 20:06

What the fuck are you taking about Hallie. You’re an asshole I’m headed to. Boston . Why do you do
this. I had a meeting with a guy that is one of the most important writers of the last 100 years and he
wants me me to take over the JFK library and wants to help me write a book. And he has two income
sources he thought of that are real and exciting. So really please give me the benefit of the sound for
My need to be here. He flew to NYC from Austin just to meet with me- I was honored by it and it
always a great day until Maisy. Can you know that I want to be there. That I want to be with you
always that I’ve a really rough week with the times article this money problems and you talk to me
when you want to be mean but never when you could be supportive. Please stop I’m trying maybe
not well enough or my best but I’m really trying

I can’t stand you right now but god I miss your touch and your face
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14-12-2018, 09:50

Why hallow are you so mad Hallie

14-12-2018, 11:13

Because you should be doing everything in your power to be sober before anything else. If you are
not able to do it on your own then you need to go away. You still want to do it your way - which isn’t
working - time and life are passing by.

You’re right Hallie and I find myself (because I’ve chosen to alienate all my friends and family and
employees and you and the kids and my kids etc..) very alone in dealing with rebuilding an income
that can support an enormous alimony and my kids costs and myself, dealing with the aftermath of
the abduction and likely assassination (that’s what NYT’s suspects) of my business partner the
richest man in the world, the arrest and conviction of my client the chief of intelligence of the
people’s republic of China by the US government, the retaliation of the Chinese in the ouster and
arrest of US suspected CIA operatives inside China, my suspected involvement in brokering a deal
with Vladimir Putin directly for the largest sale of oil gas assets inside Russia to China, a tax bill that
Eric left hanging over my business and

And Dads running for president

14-12-2018, 12:35

And finally your conclusion  that you your kids the family my friends have lost all respect for me and
therefore owe me nothing until I can prove to them that I’m sober and deserving of respect trust or
common courtesy.

If you focus on sobriety - full focused sobriety, everything else will fall into place in your life. It will all
become manageable as they say. You have spent months partially working on sobriety and the result
is that life is still chaotic and you still aren’t completely sober. It’s not about proving you are sober,
but living sober.

Hallie I really do love you but you’re really so insanely arrogant and unwilling to see that my client

14-12-2018, 13:52

Arrogant?
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14-12-2018, 15:16

You have been in Boston over a month. If you are not 100% sober, then you need to recognize that
you need inpatient hunter.

How many of those charges should I let go through? I need the amount. I think they put through more
then once

Yes hallie when you disputed the charge it disputed all the times PayPal paid through Tiffany’s
account. All the charges are legitimate.
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How many?! What is the total amount?

Ok I see above. I’ll take care of it

Nice catching up with you, I guess you needed something and that was it

You haven’t called me or answered and only sent mean texts

Ive been dying to talk to you about a bunch of stuff

“I can’t stand you right now but god I miss your touch and your face”

I’ve FT you earlier on multiple phones

Hallie I have two phones 2022852473 sorry left in truck dead, and 552 and I’ve had it next to me and
computer

Im sure its me

I am a pain wit phones
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But I assumed from the tone

Of your texts

True

15-12-2018, 14:08

You obviously decided again to shut me out and do your ting

15-12-2018, 15:34

No one is shutting you out - you choose using over me and the kids. If you really wanted to
re-engage in a life with us, you would resolve to go to inpatient. Because your way is not working.
Time and life are moving on hunter. Everyday you decide to try it your way is a day you aren’t with
us. That’s why I’m angry.

I know this is a hard time for you too. But I just was hoping no matter what we could be supportive
and non-judgmental. Shutting me out is a poor choice of words I guess.  What I meant to say is that
tomorrow is probably the worst day of the year since Beau died. Its a really stark reminder standing
next to Mommy, Caspy and Beau’s  graves that its just me and my now 75 year old father. Please
don’t respond to this. I know that you want to say that I’m not alone and that I choose this or that or
drugs over…well it is a fact that my mother my sister and my brother are all dead. Oh Hunter is so
dramatic.  I know Hallie it’s all just drama to you.  Regardless, please just keep your sanctimonious
misconstrued recovery bullshit to yourself.  You’e rway with me is not working Hal. Im tired of not
and never having had a partner who would just say no matter what come home and be together over
these days. Im tired of wanting something that doesn’t exist and never existed.

What can I do for you to be supportive. I always love you -more than you know

17-12-2018, 07:48

I’m coming home and I can’t even come to hold you and give the kids a kiss. I hope you enjoy Miami.
I hope you can find enough compassion to let me go sober or not. I don’t want to love someone like
you. And I don’t understand how it is you think your actions equal love. They never feel like love. It
doesn’t look like love. I’ve told you a thousand times what I need from you and a thousand times you
say what can I do and then you do the opposite. None of this is your fault Hallie. I don’t blame
anyone but myself for falling in love with a person that never existed.
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I’m really not happy that you are in the house. You are making this really difficult for me - I don’t
want you using in the house. I think you should stay at your parents if you are staying in DE. You
always leave shit everywhere and mess everything up, go through my things, and cause problems
accusing me of things that aren’t true. I can’t have you in my life and in the house if you aren’t sober.
Whatever you are doing in MA is not working. You need inpatient. You don’t see yourself - you are
floundering and lost, indignant on doing it your way, unsuccessfully. It is up to you now, you can’t
ask me for help if you only want help under your terms. I love you and so want you sober and to be a
part of our lives. But I don’t want it like this.

18-12-2018, 09:31

So please, get yourself to inpatient today. Call your dad and have him take you. If you are not going
to get sober today — then please go stay at your parents house. I’m saying no to my house hunter.
Please respect my wishes. I’m going to have my parents come over to straighten up and close up the
house until I get back.

18-12-2018, 11:45

Ok Hallie I love you

I love you so much hunter
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18-12-2018, 13:15

We are on way to Boulos’s.

18-12-2018, 14:24

I out of the house. Im a little embarrassed you enlisted your dad in this.

Thanks for that Hallie. I have some pictures to send you- should make you feel as good as that made
me feel. And fuck you with your only you can ....r youa joke

Then I won’t send you anything anymore

No Hallie that’s not what a good person would surmise from my feeling like that was another one of
your public shamings. A good human would send a note saying we miss you so much and send a
picture of themselves so I could feel as if they cared

19-12-2018, 12:44

Why I even waste the energy trying to teach you how to act like you give a shit about anyone but
yourself is beyond me. You’ll never grow a heart.
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Hallie I realize how difficult I am. I know it’s impossible to be with me if I’m using. I know it’s my
problem alone. And I am responsible for my sobriety. I’m responsible for my choices and the
consequences are mine and mine alone. You are right about that.

I’m also aware that for the past few months since I relapsed  after my 13  days inpatient and 3 days
with sober coach—-/ I haven’t found something that will work.

I am responsible for that too.

Will you try inpatient please?

What are you responsible for Hallie? It’s not my problem really

And then come home to us and I’ll help you

It’s doesn’t have amytbing to do with me being sober or not

It only has to do with me irresponsibility loving someone who never existed. It was an idea that I
formed in my imagination.

Bullshit

You aren’t responsible for not. Ring who I want you to be.

You never were and you never will be.

You are choosing using over your family

What I now know is that I am choosing using over the reality of you.

That’s true.

And you chose using and people and things over the real me from the start.

I am not who you want me to be. And never will be.

Tbats ok
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Isn’t it ok that I realize you will never be who want you to be.

I can’t be who you want if you not sober

I can’t live a person who finds comfort and intimacy from whomever you’re sending those pics to...I
don’t want to live a person who in all honesty says I’m sorry David was there at a time when you were
not...I understand why you do the things you say you don’t...t buwhy not just let me go.

You won’t be whom I need in my darkest moment but I’m to believe you will if I do what??

Anyway you go do you as you’ve always done and I’ll find my way as I’ve always done.

One thing though Hallie : if you keep turning Natalie against me - I’d could care less about your
anyone else except Hunter you will truly either break me or make me a very Strom and vengeful man.
Try to remember that.

Hunt, you need to get sober and come back to reality. Then you can decide if you love me anymore.

Hallie I have just found so many reasons not to love you that

It is even penetrating

My drunk mind

You are right

This is insanity.

I should have just left it alone

Yes it is

No point in discussions any longer till you get sober. Your choice.

Yes it is

I’ve chosen
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20-12-2018, 13:07

Goodbye

So I guess you are leaving me and the kids again to continue addiction.

20-12-2018, 14:51

Im not leaving the kids. Stop saying g that Hallie. Im leaving you. Not for addiction. Im leaving you
because I don’t love you- this or that or any you that ever really existed.  I have so many reasons to
leave you.  Don you want me to share them with you.  l ShalI share them?  Not the kids Hallie.

Fine, be mad and disappointed in me hunter. Take no blame for your actions.

20-12-2018, 15:54

I take all the blame Hallie. Your a one trick pony. Same nonsensical bull shit every time. Who is
blaming you for anything? I’m telling you I’m not leaving kids I’m leaving you. Not because I’m an
addict. I’m leaving you because you’re an insensitive self absorbed unloving egotistical liar. That’s
my problem. I fell in love with that somehow. You’ve always been that. I’m to blame for believing
otherwise. That’s me taking blame Hallie. You of course are to blame for nothing. Who can blame
someone who really has no conscience.

Does this mean you are not going to get sober?

Does this mean you are not going to get sober?

Forget about me then. You still have to get sober hunter.

I’ve forgotten and my sobriety is none of your concern obviously. Going to a dressing room and send
someone naked pics of yourself — it will make you feel better.

Actually it may not if you look at the pictures.

20-12-2018, 18:11

If you are done with me then stop trying to hurt me. Let me be so I can be a good sober parent for
Natalie and hunter.
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You hurt?

Why?

20-12-2018, 20:00

How’s you’re night going? I’m Just about finished with my night.

20-12-2018, 21:20

I still love you desperately and tragically hunter.

Tragically? Yes it is. A tragic ending to a lie. I never knew that’s what you meant all along. You’ve
made it through one brother. You’ll make it easily through this brother.

21-12-2018, 18:23

I’m sorry I am causing you pain, I don’t mean to. I always love you. You are on my mind every minute
of the day. Please do your best to get sober hunter. I’m here if you will still love me. You can decide
that later.

I’ve already decided. Maybe that’s what you don’t understand. I’m never surprised when I find you
sending nude pics to whom ever (never me). I’m never surprised when you choose sissy or Robi or
Ashley etc...over me. You always will choose contentment over commitment . You tell everyone how
much you love me but then you’re openly disrespectful. I’ve grown to not expect loyalty from you.
But there is a level I won’t sink to save your soul. Pure open aggressive contempt- and lies and
hypocrisy and manipulation. I didn’t sign up for that. My life is worth more and my love is
invaluable...it’s actually a love so big even you couldn’t snuff it out. I don’t know where I’ll go or what
I’ll do but your completely insincere and empty apologies mean nothing — I learned that a long time
ago. We you ever even my friend? Did you ever have any respect for me Hallie. I did for you. And
everyone said ...I didn’t listen I thought I could change you into... o did t even know. So keep loving.
Your love costs you nothing. It’s like kicking a ball down hill. You can see if rolling and rolling but it
has no meaning to it. What does your love for me mean Hallie. You seem so expressive with those I’ll
never know. Maybe I’m so wrong and this is actually just pure cruelty rather than incapability on your
part.

21-12-2018, 19:55

hurt me when you do the exact opposite. And first I was a overly sensitive Johnny drama and then it
was my delusional thinking and now it’s I’m a disabled drunk who knows nothing.
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“Can you imagine you best friend sticking up for you even when He knew you were wrong. That’s me
that’s what you missed. Well tell me...” that’s a quote from a song. And that’s what if for you- but
never do you do for me and you never will. And we all need to be loved that way at sometime. I could
have given you the security you need. I begged you to lick me to your hip. I would have loved that. I
told you a million times how easy it is to make me feel your love and a million times how much you

21-12-2018, 21:47

Fine hunter.

25-12-2018, 01:41

I don’t know what to say anymore hallie.  You don’t respond to love or anger nor hurt or anything. I
spent the last 4 days in agony doing this alone and I did it and you act as if im an intruder you show
know emotion but contempt and suspicion and you never ever at least acknowledge that once again I
have been a victim of the most incredible coincidence.  What sobriety cures that Hallie. 4 days off
crack and you say I smell like alcohol.  Thanks Hallie. You aren’t alone hallie.  You’ve never been
alone. Good for you.  It feels so warm when you say “but Ill always care for you.”  Here I am trying to
figure out a way to explain to my children why I gave up our lives together for you but you never
really intended to give up anything at all.  You backed away the moment we became public. At least
that’s what I thought at first. Then I realized you never actually went all in. From the beginning -you
do remember how this started- you took all that I could give and always had reason not to give the
same in return.  I wasn’t fully divorced. Do you know why do you realize why I gave her everything.
So it would be done and over and we could be together. Do you know how it felt when the
newspapers said we were together and you told your friends to say that it wasn’t true? You actually
said “don’t tell anyone anything, don’t confirm anything” to Paige and others. That hurt beyond
hurt.  You “relied on David when I wasn’t available.  I was in fucking outpatient and coming to you 3
nights a week just to sleep in your bed and turn around in the morning.   Most the time I got there you
were drunk and Davi was just leaving or in the blue room.  And I was sober and tested daily.  Do you
remember the first time we used together Hallie?  I do. Do you remember when I went to AZ and got
clean Hallie?  And you came out to get me.  Do you remember when I ddi 5 days of Kombo HALLIE
AND YOU LEFT ME TO GO USE AND NEVER PICKED ME UP LIKE you promised you would- I was
stranded at at the bridge for 11 hours- I went all the way back to 95 and that bridge was closed I was
in the car for 16 hours after 9 doses of combo 2 double doses of Ayuwascha and then he gave
peyote!!!! You swore you were coming for me. And you are his friend- you lie to me about
him?  There is no one to blame Hallie.  There is no blame in your world except for the blame you have
heaped on me with every counselor and friend and family member.  I will never blame you for my
addictions.  But I will blame you for being selfish and hurtful and for lying and withholding from me.  I
will blame you for being amazingly unhelpful and ungrateful and disloyal.  You fucking went to sissys
wedding without me.  You should be ashamed of your self.  But instead it all comes back to my
addiction.  But hallie there is nothing I just wrote above that is cured by sobriety.  Yours or mine.  Not
a single thing changes any of it. So tell me Hallie ‘im 4 days I’ll be 6 and then 16 and then 40 and 3
months.  t Whachanges any of t.

R up

Can icome over
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Just got up. I’m so glad you are here. Yes

We have to bring over hunters chair

Ok please don’t break me anymore than I am today .l ilbe gone soon enough

What time are you coming here

Will you come here now and help me bring over gifts? The truck would be good for hunts chair. I will
be delicate and loving, if you let me love you

25-12-2018, 06:05

Yes? I’ll bring my car too

I came home to pick up gifts for my family and give your girls time to say goodbye.. call when they
leave and I’ll come back and we can go to my family if you will.

You suck hallie

You really suck

Why would you just walk out

And not say goodbye to me or anyone

I wanted to give your girls time to say goodbye with out me standing there. I told Nat and hunt to tell
u I’d be right back, getting gifts for my family

And how do you think it possible I show up at your parents for Christmas when I’m not allowed on
vacation or in your house alone. What planet do you live on

Everyone just wants you - sober. Why are you putting this on me?

Text me when your girls leave and I’ll come right back
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Hallie is putting on you the way you treat me. Why should I be allowed to Christmas when I’m not
allowed on vacation or alone with the kids or in YOUR house. Regardless of what anyone wants
you’re the only one who insists on me being banished.

I don’t want you banished, just sober

Semantics- banished until sober by your standard alone. Still banished.

25-12-2018, 10:37

Not true

25-12-2018, 13:21

Hi, where are you?

I’m going to go for a run, lmk if you get THIS text

25-12-2018, 14:29

With whom and when and why did you go on vacation again w/o me. Why have you told me nothing
about it? Why? Why? Why?

Oh my it’s again and again the same question. You don’t listen to my answer. BECAUSE you cannot
be a part of my life unless you are SOBER. And you weren’t sober.

25-12-2018, 15:34

Where are you? Are you coming to dinner at my parents, just us and Liz and kids

Come on we're eating

25-12-2018, 17:46

Coming sorry fell asleep
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26-12-2018, 13:30

I’ll make your sandwich - and rub your feet and give you love when you get back

Are you in bath? Lmk if I can bring you anything.

Yes I am

Want anything? Or are you relaxed

26-12-2018, 15:52

I love you.

Are you ok? Where are you

What did you say to my mom?

Why hallie?

What purpose does it serve?

What are you talking about??!

What did you tell my sister?

What are you talking about?!

You’re telling me you said nothing to my sister or my mom or my aunt or my cousin about me.

About my sobriety

Or lack the rot

Of
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Seriously?

Seriously

They know what they see. I’m not doing this.

Mom just ripped me

Did you say anything

Not from me

At all

That’s a lie

Where are you

We can talk if you can be calm here.

You just lied to me flat out

Again, I’m not hiding anything for you. You didn’t call the girls back, no one knew if you were coming
in. I’m just now another excuse for you to point the finger at. Don’t blame anyone for anything but
yourself. We are trying to love you and support you. If you think I’m going to lie to your family, then
you don’t understand what I’m saying.

I told your mother that I don’t want you staying in my house unless you are sober. And that is true.

If you get angry at me or anyone then you are in complete denial of what is going on.

If you want my help and my love then come home and let’s get a plan together. I’m not going to
discuss who said what about your sobriety.

??

know would in anyway be helpful. Not a single person in the world would support that idea, you can’t
possibly think that not letting me know you did that and then lying to me about it just now and then
justifying it because you love me would in any way be helpful. For what purpose would you ever say
that to lily mom except to antagonize me? Do you think she has any credibility with me? Any love? I
didn’t call my girls back because they bought a $4000 gift for Kathleen on my credit. I’m pissed and
it’s none of your business. I tell you I want to plan that I’m open to going away and you do this. Fuck
you hallie you clearly are either a moron or you simply want me to say one more time I’m finished
with you.
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I want you’re loyalty first. You can’t possibly think that confiding in my mother without letting me

No hunt, I’m not going to be the person you blame. I want your sobriety first, then you will receive
loyalty. I can’t count on you for anything until you are sober.

And now I assume you are not going to get sober and it’s my fault?

Never blamed you never said my sobriety is your fault or responsibility.

Just wished you would not work against me

My mother

I’m not, I promise.

My ducking step mother

You can’t possibly think that would be a help

As I open up to you

I went to ask dad for the money to go to rehab

I didn’t say anything to your mom today

And to tell him I want to get sober and teach at penn

Good then what is the problem?

Good

Then stop accusing and blaming everyone and let’s do your plan

And you fucking sick my fucking idiot my mom on me

And you’re not a friend
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No I did not hunter

Oh come on

You’re not loyal

Enough

And. You never will be and never have been

Yes you did you asshole

Enough of blaming and getting angry at me and your family for YOUR lack of sobriety. YOU ARE TO
BLAME, NOT ME or YOUR MOTHER or ANYONE.

No blame Halie

26-12-2018, 18:49

Then come home now

Where fucking are you?

Are you at a bar or are you waiting to buy?

And now you are not answering my calls?

26-12-2018, 20:02

We are back to the same cycle again

I’m done talking to you

Pick up I’m not going to fight

I’ll go inpatient
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But I need to talk to you about it now

Natalie stop

No drama

are you kidding

I don’t have money for the fee I’ll give you their # and you pay for it

Yes or no

You can drive me anywhere you want

Yes or no hallie?

You can take me within n the hour hallie

Yes or no?

27-12-2018, 11:28

Yes I will take u. Caron or father Ashley

No bullshit I’m not going to either you don’t get to dictate

Why would you do that

What help is that

You just said anywhere I want! And I’d like the kids to be able to visit you asshole!

Is that not simply you getting your way for the sake of your way

I don’t want to be near you or the kids or anyone hallie

I’ll be in 30 days and when I’m out I’ll be with them
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Don’t do this

Too bad! You have to fucking deal.

Why are you so ducking predictable

You cheap add simpleton

Then have your dad take you somewhere if you don’t like my 2 options that I was going to pay for.

Keep your money hallie I’ll ask dad

You wouldn’t have paid shit because you are just so ridiculous

I said you could drive me hallie

How fucking far do not you think I planned to go. Just not Ashley or Caron

And you get to dictate to me for what reason

That’s sabotage

Do what you want

Here’s what I want go back to Chalfonte stay away from me date a dentist before the money runs out
and spend your holidays with sissy and Helen bulles.  And live your little lie of life. When your 60 and
as petty as the rest of your fake cologned lipped Greenville club whores I’ll stop by and see if you
want Easter egg roll tickets. You never budge do you hallie the same thing every time. But this time I
ask drive me to rehab now. 30 days. Now. And —- despite the fact you never did 30 days despite the
fact it took you over a year to get 4 months sobriety despite the fact you lied your whole way
through and despite the fact you have nothing no one and nobody but me that even remotely thinks
you’re a good person—- you won’t drive me to rehab right now because if it’s not your way -the only
way I said I won’t- then its no way at all. You’re really even less a woman a friend a sister than
Everyone thinks you are. And I mean everyone. My aunts my uncles my father my children your sister
my friends your friends your — shit literally everyone I can think of Hallie sees you for what you are
and puts up with you because well shit because you’ve slept with most of my friends and my family
is obligated and ... thanks for the ride you selfish little liar.

I’m happy to take you and pay, Caron or father Ashley. Take it or do it your way without me.
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I was going to go to the Ranch on the Susquehanna- closer than both Ashley and Caron

But go fuck your self you Lilliputian

Then have your dad take you

I don’t want a single fucking thing from you you cheap motherfucking moron.

Fuck you

https://www.recoveryranch.com/treatment-issues/substance-abuse/

Fuck you

Spend the money on your lips because

Whatever the fuck he’s doing to you isn’t working

Leave me alone

My out the lip filler in your ass instead

* maybe put the lip filler in your ass instead

Sorry typo

Leave me alone

Why Hallie

You can’t drive me to rehab

Is 1 hour away

You can’t pay the deposit
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It’s 3000

You can’t do anything that would help

Nothing

Zero

Fine. Let’s leave now

I’ve already left. And I don’t want to be with you or around you again. You’re not a good person
Hallie. You’re a shallow and selfish person. And you will never change. I tried and you haven’t done
anything but take and take and take. I can’t wait to shove sobriety down your throat. I can’t wait to
watch you beg me to fuck you. I can’t wait for you to sit alone and wonder why you had to be such a
cunt while you suck some fat husbands Dick you had to marry because you can’t take care of
yourself.

Leave me alone hunter

You’re alone Hallie

You couldn’t drive me

Bullshit. You are a liar. Leave me alone

You couldn’t lend me 3j

Liar

What the fuck insanity

Read your texts you idiot

Leave me alone!!!!!

You’ll be so alone
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All the fuck alone

Maybe you can have an affair With kermit justice

You loved fucking him

Or Tim Walsh if David Is done with you

Or Matt Terrell

Or Johnny

Or Kevin

Or mike

Or Alan

Or Daria

What don’t you understand about LEAVE ME ALONE?!?!?!!!

Or

Did you fuck Laird too?

Can’t remember
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That’s what is said

*i said

I’m calling ahead to let them know you are coming. I’ll pay deposit. If you don’t get there today, don’t
ever step foot in my house again.

You silly fucking cunt

I’ll step in that house whenever the fuck I want

No you won’t.

I promise you Halle I will

Are you full of shit about going today?

No Hallie you stupid fucking cunt

I will promise you this
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I’m going

I promise you this

You’re an aging whore who has no idea how lonely I will you make you

Really Hallie you’re not even remotely pretty anymore

You are mean and fucked in the head.

And the only man who would buy into you’re bullshit would be because of the last name you don’t
deserve

Leave me alone and get yourself there.

Really Hallie fucked in the head

I’m blocking you. You can handle it all yourself.

Let me send you everything I have

David

Fucking

Unreal

Thank god you

Finally realize

That my love for you was purely putty

27-12-2018, 12:28

Because who cares about how you fuck when you know you will be back on the pipe as soon as you
want to see you’re mint escort again.
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Where are you?

27-12-2018, 16:31

I’m sorry I reacted that way. I love you. Come home and I’ll take you to the Ranch or other place.
Please..

Fuck your

You stay out of my business you duplicitous selfish middle aged slut

So you didn’t go obviously

Really you fucking shallow cunt who knows nothing but to serve her self first and forever. If you were
to die tomorrow I wouldn’t shed a single tear. You finally showed me how insane even trying to like
you was. And how I fucking was seduced by a middle aged whore like you is beyond me. You know
nothing but lies and secrecy and for what to hide your little insecurities and bullshit selfishness.

Never ask a single thing of me ever again you worthless fucked up piece of shit.

Print this out and tape it to you bathroom mirror

Who does what you. Did what you always do you Fucked sad jap

Hunt, you need to go to inpatient. You can be done with me, that’s fine. I’ve had enough of your
abuse and your anger.

You need to fucking pay attention to how much every day you look more and more like your mother

Your mother now you sad little shit

my father is laying for me to go

Good

Fuck you hunter. Leave me alone
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You can take your shit and shove it up your worn out asshole

Remember Hallie no one actually enjoys your company no one actually respects you for who tryout
are as an

Idividual

And you are never pretty just always a slut

So leave me alon
E

You have become a monster that needs serious help.

You have always been a monster and a liar and the only help I needed was to finally wake up to the
fact that you are an awful person

Fine

You showed me that so completely in the last 3 days

Go ducking take selfies of yourself photo shop them and send them to who ever the fuck you get
your ego boost from

Where are you? You seem to be doing really well handling your sobriety.

You seem to be the same negative CUNt you’ve always been

Call your parents Hunt. I’ll stay far away

Duck you Hallie stay whenever the fuck you want no one gives a shit

Literally who would miss you if you were gone tomorrow

Really miss you

Because of the live and support you have them
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Who Hallie

No one

For real

You are already gone, you are gone from everyone’s lives - sad

MYbe David

No I’m not Hallie not even close

Not even slightly

Fuck my step mother for always being as much of a selfish silly entitled cunt as you

Who else’s life am I gone from

Only yours thank god

I finally tell you I’ll do inpatient and you can’t help but fucking tell my mother and sister and sissy and
Kathy and who ever the hell you can that I’m once again a failure and a drunk addict. And then I ask
you for 3000 dollars for the deposit and to drive me and you won’t unless I go the only two places
you know I won’t go. What a ducking awful fuxking person you are.

You are a broken record

I cannot wait to date someone who actually has a brain and heart and loves me

Call your parents

You are a broken 45 year old CUNY

Fine. Call your parents

I’ve talked to my dad you stilly whore
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Stay out of my family business

Ok then I’ll leave you alone.

My step mother is not involved and neither are you

Leave me alone because I left you Halie

Not because you’re boring and tired

Only because you’re truly a manipulative bitch

Why don’t you call my dad and tell him you wouldn’t help me do what you wanted me to do

TJ

Timber

I don’t even know the names of all the people you fucked at the beach

And Justin and mike and Todd and his brother and the 20 Loosers you slept with in college

Why wast it so obvious that you got a gonorhea test because you’ve had it before

Why wasn’t it i in IOU’s that the fucking whatever you put on mummy Dick went away when I stopped
ducking you

You’re so easy to hate

27-12-2018, 21:56

You tell me there’s only one way for me to get sober when. I’ve been more sober and clean in my life
than you ever will. It took you over a year of trying to get a supposed 4 month. You 100% committed
to 1 year of after care and testing and you’ve broken that promise. You haven’t made me a part of
any of your recovery. You lie to everyone and say I’m the problem and blame me for you failings as a
mother and human being when in fact you’re the one who took full advantage of being a ducked
junky whore who said whatever you fuxking did with my best friend. And you get what you fucking
wanted and still you sit there in judgment and and doubt. Well fuck yuh for never being a friend
Hallie. What is this love you say you have for me. It’s absurd I’ve been so concerned about saving
someone who doesn’t want to be saved . You just want to be given what you want when you want it.
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Remeberme writing this you aasshole

How about this in may

27-12-2018, 23:05

I’m heart broken but I’m not going to wait any longer for what I don’t even want.

You should respect this however Hallie- know that I will not allow (and you may smile and smirk as
you do) you to continue to demean me the way you do. You may think you’ve seen the extent of my
anger or frustration Hallie. But I’m certain you’ve never seen me dismantle a human being with a
dispassionate precision that there is no recovering from.
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I’ve been waiting for the woman I thought I fell in love with for over two years. I’ve done the work I’ve
changed behaviors I’ve given and given and given. I am not waiting anymore. I am not going to be
prescribed another solution to your problem with me when you will never make an effort and never
have to address or even acknowledge my problem with you.

I deserve someone who respects the man that I am. Whose respect is obvious to everyone because
of the actions they take.

Are your actions in regard to me respectful. Do you honor me every day by the way you treat me in
front of others or when I’m am not present.

You know that you don’t. Not in words not in action not in emotion. You’ve made it clear over and
over and over.

I’ve refused to see that I’ve refused to understand that you saying you love me has never meant that
you will respect me. Not as a co parent not as a partner not as a lover even.  

I don’t want to be disrespected anymore Hallie. And Hallie what does that waiting look like for you.
When you so obviously can fill the void of my absence with the likes of Daria or David or whom ever
my be on hand at the moment it means very little to me.

28-12-2018, 07:08

Ok hunter.  Am I your excuse again and reason for not getting sober? For not going to rehab? What
are you doing? What do you think the kids will think now of you? You can’t continue this insanity any
longer.

Hallie what I’m doing or not is no longer your concern. I’m going to inpatient despite your selfish
bullshit idea of helping while you try and sabotage me. You’re not a friend you’re not family you’re
not worth the time it took me to type this. You’re a sad silly person with no credibility with me. Go
fuck your self and or one of the 50 guys you’ve fucked in a 3 mile radius of your tired old ass.

You know I love you

Im sure you do in whatever way you seem to think love is. its not a love anyone wants Hallie.  And
yopuire beyond the age of fucking people to make them believe so.  You’e ra well dressed older
women at an aa meeting for some stupid boy who will regret it the moment he sees you undressed

My only insanity was this relationship you manipulated me into.

You need serious help from professionals

Over a long time
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Time isn’t your friend though

Go look kin the mirror

I’m going to a woman’s meeting. I love you hunter. I’ll take you if you’ll let me.

You are literally the last reason in the worlds I would walk across the street let alone change my life
right now.. youre not only the least helpful person in my life youre the most hurtful.  You go on
sucking your away through your little existence.,  t iwill be the same as always., find another man to
sap the life from. Youre like an unsuspecting insect that gets trapped under the skin and bleeds you
dry before you ever realize the fat tick in your hairline is killing you.

28-12-2018, 09:14

And I do mean killing. I d mean sucking the life out of me and the person I loved most. Do you think in
anyway you’ve been a positive force in either of our lives.,  name the way you showed resales love.  t
Icertainly wasn’t any way either of us kn ew love.

Once again I say I’m going and you say not good enough. You’re a shitty human being hallie.

https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/whatever/276168665?i=276168726

You said you were going yesterday

No Hallie I asked you to take me yesterday. And you wouldn’t

Go do whatever you sadly call a life and leave me alone. Leave my green bag outside the door

And mice my things to momoms. At least the stuff that you haven’t already ruined

28-12-2018, 13:44

You are such a child

Hallie you are a moron. That is truth. And you really need to tell me what VDs you have hallie.
Seriously! Obviously gonnorea    But what out that lesion on my penis.

I hope you will love me again one day. I will be here waiting for you, like it or not.
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I hope you will be honest one day

28-12-2018, 15:12

For you sake not

There is nothing more to say or discuss. Please don’t contact me again.

What are you talking about leave me alone idiot im sleeping for pasta 14 hours

I don’t want to have any part in your life. And you will not have any part in ours. You just called me
twice. Please don’t contact me again Hunter.

If I did Hallie it was by accident I assure you.  And as for “our” life you’re insane. You’re using. Im in a
3 month program that requires testing everyday with 10 sober men 4 counselors and a medical
staff.  You are a liar an idiot and the notion you can keep me from. My brothers children sober or not
is a delusion al and obviously drake ad counter productive thought.  Hallie I just had a discussion.
With someone whom reminded me of tbe rerasons Beau didn’t want to marry you.  Because you were
a coke whore sleeping your way through his friends in Wimington.  So really pease go get help.  m
Inot your savior anymore. Im getting clean and uyourte still that same dirty girl you always were.

You called on 2 different phones 15 min ago. Accident or not, don’t call or text me again. And don’t
come near my house. I’ll send your things to your parents. I don’t believe anything you say anymore.
Don’t respond with absurd hateful ridiculous accusations. It’s enough abuse. Just end contact with
me and I will do the same.

30-12-2018, 21:32

I did not Hallie. You will do what I asked you to do a Long time ago- April- and think thats some mind
of threat or punishment- well all I can say is thanks I guess. And if you didn’t  read texts above I don t
care what yo do going forward you’re toaltaly completely irrelevant to my life. I don’t  care what you
think say do sleep with snort smoke drink pop.  Thats you’re life not mine and why you think I care
what you think is really a product of delusional thinking.keep these coming though it’s cathartic for
me.  I won t see or be a part of Nat and Hunt’s life.  w Nothats a truly silly notion that I hope you seee
as bad parenting and something that will make you feel as weak and small as you actually are
because unless yeti move to the moon and even not there how do you think youre going to stop me
Hallie.

31-12-2018, 06:09

treatment. Inpatient is what I asked that you do, to do ANYTHING it takes to get sober so we could
be a part of your life again. You chose NY your way. That same plan has not worked for you in the
past and it won’t work this time either. You have access, triggers, woman, and god knows who and
what else at your disposal. It is your choice. My choice is to not have you in my life anymore. I won’t
be mean or angry, I just want nothing to do with you anymore. You have become a person that I don’t
want to be with, can’t trust, and don’t understand. I wish you well and hope that you find sobriety,
purpose and happiness.
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Hunter, Being in NY and with your truck   (Detox and Sober house or not) is far from inpatient

It’s hard to understand why you’re so mean. But I’m still not immune to it for some reason. It doesn’t
feel like there is any nor was there any love from you. After detox I have daily testing in a full on
rehab daily. For three months. You have no idea where or what I’m doing to heal myself with more
professional support than you’ve ever engaged. And in 30 days I can move to a sober living
community in Philadelphia. You’ve done nothing wrong you’re always right and you love me. Right
Hallie isn’t that what you say to me over and over. I still love you Hallie for whatever sick reason I
don’t know why. When I’m out of detox I’ll give you the number to call for my everyday test so that
when you doubt what I tell my family and in particular Natalie and Hunter you can have verifiable
evidence. I’ll give you the contacts that will tell you why from their judgment this is the best course
of action for me. Anyone can talk to them for that matter I don’t care. I’m in rehab Hallie. I’m being
tested daily. You never gave me any of theses reassurances in any of you’re many aborted rehabs.
You and I both know that Beau wouldn’t commit to marrying you until you stopped doing coke with
Johnny and the MAC Weymouth crowd.  We both know you smoked pit and wasted completely four
years of college. And we both know that you drank to excess and used drugs with  David and
sometimes your sister to excess from the day beau died until now. I was at least 75% of the time in
either inpatient (Caron) daily testing (3 times daily through a remote breathalyzer) and Kolmac from
2/1/16- 5/30:16. We both know that you with you in your presence alone relapsed each time. We both
know you’ve never gone inpatient more than 10 days. And we both know you’ve tried really hard and
I don’t just hope I pray and. I cry and I feel guilty and ashamed of my role in any of the pain you’ve
felt. For you to continue to be so mean and caustic and shaming and hurtful for you to say to
everyone how much you love me and then say the things you’ve said above just makes me feel
helpless and alone when again because it’s what you said I have to do I’ve gone away and I have
quarantined myself just makes me feel even more helpless and alone.

I’m sending this to my mom dad and sister with your texts preceding so they know why it’s so hard
for me to believe there is any love in you: you can do the same I’m so sick and tired and just want
them to fiucking take my phone and lock the door and never open it again.

31-12-2018, 15:20

And I don’t have my truck they have keys I don’t know where they parked it and cleared out and
uncle jimmy is coming to get. Why are you so awful to me.

02-01-2019, 20:17

https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/ball-w-o-you/1447717361?i=1447717482
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03-01-2019, 00:56

I just couldn’t not send you this / duck you Hallie

Could you please answer

07-01-2019, 13:55

Please Hal

Can you cas up me 75 please

Can I try it thru Cash?

The Sunday one went through to you- can I Cash you?

08-01-2019, 12:07

??
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Are you asleep? Love love you

Three people here who have cleared car taken it to be detailed and away with keys and searching
eve pocket bag everything.

I’m so proud of you my love

08-01-2019, 14:43

10-01-2019, 13:11

On with my person Caron

12-01-2019, 14:42

Hello?!

Sorry, I can't talk right now.

R u ok?

14-01-2019, 07:13

Are you ok?!?

Do I need to get tested for an std . That’s about as sober and serious as I can be hallie.

Not from me! I have NEVER been with anyone but you. You are the only one who could give me
anything.!!

And you are worrying me that you wouldn’t answer. I wanted to have you involved this morning with
foundation meeting and you wouldn’t respond.
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14-01-2019, 11:52

I’m sorry, it wasn’t appropriate for me to joke like that. Really I am sorry. I love you

Please answer

What’s your problem hallie

I’m h

17-01-2019, 05:55

I make edit to go skiing and I literally don’t have a dime and I need to rent skis could you please call
me I’ll pay you back at the end of the day

Why are you so cold to me

https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/i-try/1436923816?i=1436923819

I love you, I am always here for you. Please let’s be kind and understanding of each other.

You’re very hard to understand Hallie. I tell you I live you need a you want you mentally and
physically and how much I want  you and you’re response is I’m too  neeedy and you won’t be at my
beck and call.e maybI’ll understand some day but I feel like you punish me and ignore me eight with
things are getting better

I’m so proud of you, so happy that you are doing well. I want you and a healthy life together. I see
glimpses of us living united and lovingly. It gives me such joy and hope. But it will take time to heal
and to be strong and to forgive and move forward. Please focus on you and not on me. I am here. I
adore you.

Forgive me. You have to be fucking kidding me. You’re so fucked up.

17-01-2019, 07:17

Then we are obviously not ready to rebuild if that’s your response
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I canceled to new Amex card you issued yourself - it will be invalid when you receive it.

Jesus Ballie you are such a asshole. I have no credit no cards and I will pay for it separately so I can
rebuild my credit. I have no other way. Please why would you do that. What harm to you.

And my reposted is I have admitted to and apologized and asked forgiveness and fully admitted
every wrong I’ve done to you.

And you have never admitted to apologized for or asked forgiveness for a thing.

And I still crawl back to you every tine you banish me,

Please send me another 100. Lift ticket and rental is 145. Which would then leave with just enough to
buy lunch. I'll pay you back by end of day

17-01-2019, 08:29

You opened a card on my account without asking me hunter.

They sent me a. Offer asshole. It does t affect you in any way. I paid over 525,000 dollars of just your
Amex bills last year and I ha e receipts for a 200k wite to you on August 17 and receipt of completed
67k wire to rehab for you aged the first failed. And I paid every cent I ha e ever owed you. You’re so
wrong, and fuck you I pay your sisters rent and expenses for 3 years so you don’t have to so your
parents don’t and I’m sitting in the lodge while everyone skis because you can lend me 200 bucks—-
and by the way again you ass every cent you have today came directly from what I gave up. Mean
mean mean.

I will not talk to you like this anymore. If you want to talk to me again have Keith call me.

17-01-2019, 09:47

There you have it. Be well Hallie.

26-01-2019, 10:29

They cannot be on that motorcycle without a helmet ever ever ever ever and their friends cannot ride
a motorcycle without a helmet it is totally and completely irresponsible

Answer
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What more can I do for you hallie

26-01-2019, 22:24

Answer your phone or just say that no matter sober or not there or here you have never wanted this
and you have no love for me even as a friend.

Hallie it’s obviously important I’m clean and sober you have been given access to my test results

And you will not answer your phone for me not call. Me back or acknowledge me in anyway

I’ve done everything that you said I needed to do to. be a part of your life

And you won’t answer me

Am I really need you right now

I really need to talk with you

It’s important enough that i once again with no dignity come back to you in sickness and in HEALTH
because I live you.

And why do you ignore me again.

What more do I need to do

I need you right now

Please I’m begging you

27-01-2019, 06:20

Please Hallie

I will not listen to you yelling and blaming and manipulating anymore.
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27-01-2019, 08:17

You ask for tests I give you ask for me to Be clean I am ---yor ask for that to be confirmed it is—
when will you be a friend to me again Hallie— I missed you so much that I ga VE IN AND SENT TEST—
AND YOU don’t even text to say Im so happy for you for us for the kids — we can do this together— I
beg you to speak to me and you accuse me of what???? Im only upset that again you find a reason to
push me away at the exact moment I need to feel your love. How can you not see that. How can you
not see that you seem to not be able to take my company or presence sober or not?

I love you, let’s both calm down. Stay the course hunter. Not for me, for yourself. This takes time.
You have my heart.

27-01-2019, 09:27

Hallie. Your “heart” is just a word. It’s nothing for you to say and  nothing for me but what it is to you
- a word. You know I do all of this for you now not b/c I hate myself or feel I’m not worthy of this
effort— I do it with for you because I thought that I had become us- that we were truly bound
together “forged” like this bracelet. But you have made it clear that there are no terms not negative
test not full sobriety not forgiveness nor transparency that satisfies you. Every time I acquiesce to
your demands you set a new bar.

Can you imagine me saying I will not speak with you unless you show me clean tests. And then you
showing me and I still don’t call.

Can’t you see how hurtful that is. Can’t you see how I would be crushed by that after feeling like I
just can’t be without you.

f Iyou had called as soon as Keith texted you and said the kids are both away I am alone and I can
come to you now. We can be forged anew. Who says you have my heart and doesn’t do that. Who
Hallie? Just ask yourself why you feel it necessary to toy with me like this too play with a wounded
man you say you love. Why? I’ll leave you alone. I’ll be broken but I’ll rebuild. I will be ok. But I’ll be
dead if you continue this. Not dead figuratively- I will be dead. That’s a truth . And you know whether
I’m a fool for having truly given you that power having really given you my heart- I did - and you use
it to cause me pain time and time again.
How do you not see that Hallie. Said in all calmness and space and time between us. We have not
been together for almost a year now. You’ve not allowed me to be a part of your life in any way really
for over a year now. Not sober not clean . It’s always taking time for you to keep me distanced for
what: I only have one answer to that. And you know why.

27-01-2019, 16:28

need time, serious time sober and to work on yourself. If it’s too hard to do in MA and you feel
isolated and alone, then you can choose a 30 inpatient program with 24 hour supports. I hope you
understand and respect how I feel.
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I’m sorry that you are hurting. Sobriety is so hard - as you know. You are choosing to do it your way.
I support that decision but along with that comes it’s challenges. I cannot be your emotional support
through this time. One clean test is a great start, but that doesn’t mean I am hopping on a plane to be
with you. You need consistent time sober along with therapy, AA program, hard work. You are calling
me from other numbers (don’t do it again) calling me all night, calling and texting me that you
desperately need my support and to hear that it’s all going to be ok. You are not proving to be
remorseful but rather indignant. I’m not going to be the recipient of your anger. I love you but you

So just to be clear now regardless of testing clean regardless of working on myself everyday and
attending AA meetings and intense therapy and medical therapy and art therapy - regardless of all of
that and sobriety- 16 sober days now- you can’t call me to say hello and just be kind and
thoughtful.  e Thbar now is that I must go to 30 day inpatient after two weeks of sobriety. In order for
you to even think about speaking with me let alone emotionally support me (when have you ever
done that by the way) I must wonton inpatient treatment for a minimum of 30 days. Even though you
doidit your way never went longer than 10 days and consistently relapsed for over a year since going
to PASSAGES on October 19th 2017 and flying home and using the moment yountouched then
ground on 10/29/17.

27-01-2019, 23:26

You would only return if I came with you and when I came you told me to sneak the drugs in the
reghab…proceeded to use all of (except the few rocks you hid from me) and then insist we leave
after 5 days.

I’m sorry- you are not understanding and seeing yourself. I can’t support you like this angry and
blaming. I don’t want to be with the person who sends me the text that you send me above.

You make no sense Hallie…none last all…Keith agrees…he thinks that you’re being purposely
malicious…he cant understand why you are purposely trying to derail my sobriety over and over
again, but he is certain that if I continue to point out things like above that seem beyond hypocritical
and are not based in any reality.  I’m over two weeks clean and you promised me you would be loving
and supportive.. but instead you out of no where decided that you would no longer talk to me.

If you would allow me do speak to Keith then maybe he can understand and help us understand each
other

Hal im remorseful for everything that hurt you and we need to work that out together .  And ‘im hurt
by the lies and disloyalty that you’ve been so openly careless about with my closest friends no
less.  t Buim willing to forgive you.

Wtf are you saying? Can I talk to Keith?

was that you be kind to me let me know what the life yoiure leadings g without mew isa like make me
feel wanted.  Awned this is what get.  n agaiyou push away
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Im clean and sober going to meetings and working on me and spending hours in therapy.  All asked

Ill get him on he phone in 20 minutes when he comes to offie

Im saying ive shown him every text

Why is that you feel that now sober I still have to goo to a 30 day.  You say I did it my way and
therefore I have got payt for my decisions.  r Howeveyuoudo it your way and pay nothing.

I’m not telling you you have to go 30 days, read the text. I said if you need support (that I can’t
provide you but you are begging me for) then you should be in a place that has support

why isn’t the idea of being slobber together appealing to you - why every time do you make a new
way token me away

oh hallie I get it. You thjink nthat the support I need from a woman that I call my partner and best
friend will be best found in inpatient rehab.  t Thasimply asking you to keep m3e abreast of the lives
of the people I love and and being proud and attracted to me is the kind of support you cant handle

Halilie go ahead and talk to him but only with me present — the last time I let you speak to my
therapist you told them I was sexually innapropriate with Natalie —I told Keith about that also and he
said and you did not immediately get out of the relationship— that’s a line that if you cross and the
consequence is you are labeled a child molester - thats a line brighter than throwing my gun in a full
trash can in a busy grocery store and then some kid blows his sisters head off and you go to prison
for the rest of your life.e halliwhat is it that made you feel justified this tike to call me a liar and say
my way would never work and that I ask too much from you?

I talked to Keith when I was there with you about that. He knows specifically what I said. Don’t use
that, you are stretching the truth.

28-01-2019, 06:18

I understand you Hallie.  You have more fun without e looking over your shoulder- you see who you
want when you want where you a=want - you have n o job no school n o responsiblity except o pick
up and drop[ off and get them out of the house every weekend..  but you still ,maintain that I demand
your 100% attention by asking you too put the phone pin the corner of the shower so I can see
you,  Hallie you seemingly fly have done that for the e=resty of the world  but for me no its yo
much.  To turn on a phone video camera and face it ti the shower.  s Thattoo much for you thats the
support I guess you meant id get at rehab.

Oh come on
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Your are an asshole to me, that’s why I don’t want to support you. So I can have some self respect.
Fuck you

28-01-2019, 07:20

How am I being an asshole hallie by saying to you just love me for the next 30 days. Let’ do a call
with Keith today tell me how I take away your self respect. Thank you for admitting you don’t support
me. I now n=know why you actually undermine me because you think and it could be true that I have
acted in away that makes you hate me so much that you over and over again try to derail Metro while
I try to get sober for this family.  I say all I want is your support and you not only dont support me you
actively try and hurt me.

Give me a time you can talk this morning with Keith - it will help him understand my frustration and
maybe finally give me the strength to step away from your hostility and jealousy and hate.

I’ll just talk to him

No we do it together or not any all.,  you’re manipulative slow witted liar that does not deserve my
respect seeing as you lost all notion what self respect is beginning with  the likes of kermit justice all
the way through to the small dicked town drunk David Walsh who was fucking your sister a  hooters
waitress from smyrna the whore dupont  and you at the same time.  t Iamazes me how desperate
women of a certain age can become. You and liz and Lisa stone can all be out looking for married
men to fuck while they watch tv and get fat liken there mothers.

Actually hallie before you talk to Keith lets get your therapist in the mix and review your tests’

Why would I bother talking to you ever again when you say things to me like that?

Because im an asshole that deserves no support so the you can have self respect which allows youth
fir now going on three years diminish the most important commitment I ever made only ton treat me
no better than the fucking dogs you gave away.

\yoiu say and do such dangerous and awful things . You push me and push me and push me away

You call me a failure

You tell people im a fasiluyre

You say im weak
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I call you an asshole

You say im not my brother

And never will; be

You tell people I got you addicted

You make a fool of me.

You shame me for wanting you

And every time I crawl back

You make a fool of yourself

Just to be smacked again.

Don’t blame me for how others view you

That’s on you

Not one person exception would ever say that hallie.  t Noone person would say that to me or behind
my back.

Ok

Thats how people think of me hallie? Really?  Well you win again hallie thats most hateful thing you
ever said at the worst time for someone you know is dying for love to be whole again to not think that
this is all not worth it.  Thats the meanest thing I could imagine.  e coulodyou say that if my brother
was standing in. Front of  you Halle -  I wish you had when he was alive because he would have
figuratively smacked the pebble you call a brain. Out fo your head. No actually I think he would have
litteraly punched you in the face gone inside taken his children and told you to go fuck it was you
were fucking then

I’m only saying that anyone’s view of you is on you, not on me.

you.  u Yopush me over the edge to him every day I try.
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Really hallie just picture saying that to beau about me say out lous=d and know that he’s listening to

You stupid cdunt.

Just leave me alone

he wants me to hate you as much as he does right now

Then you are obviously misleading him

I  mean ut youve made me wonder once again why I am even here

For yourself and your kids! Not for me

Just get yourself well - I think it best we don’t communicate.

‘Get on the phone with Keith and I never misslg to reed beau in my life. i dont want go be in. The
world you describe the one in which you make clear I have nothing to return to- not my kids because
I chose you not my friends because I chose you and ow not my dignity because I told you I choose
you and only you ever

Pick a time to speak with Keith hjallie

I won t stay here or anhere if you don t

You just made me feel smaller than ive ever fetl

28-01-2019, 08:21

Lt

31-01-2019, 17:41

https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/out-to-get-you/130486?i=130470
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03-02-2019, 06:04

Hi I really want to be kind and love each other as much as new do today with no resentments and no
blame and no anger —only pure love.  t Justoday please.

Can we do that can I call you and tell you how I miss you and how I know you miss him and how I’m
sorry I’m not. there for you.  I do love you so Hallie.  I was telling Keith that the reason. I m so turned
upside diwn and madly desperately in need of your affection is that despite all of the shitty things ive
done or the ones I’ve imagined you doing there tis no one that I want to be with every day than you. I
have more fun and love more I. A day with you than  anyone  in my life.  I hope you can receive this as
it’s intended my love. All love today at lest please talk to me call me let me know how you are.  I miss
every single piece of you.

There is nothing I would love more as to have you hold me and comfort me and me for you. I know
this is a terrible day and time for you and Im sorry we can’t be there for each other. I know talking
starts sweet and tender but quickly turns south. I just can’t talk to you at this time, im sorry. But
know you have my heart and you are on my mind, always.

Oh hallie please my love I promise I won’t

Cant you trust me that I wont and that I need your voice son much today.

You can take about n nothing

Just today won t say ford.

No I’m sorry.

Baby come o please read above and know the truth oi that and for this one day

I hope you understand how I feel

All love and trust and compassion

I dont at all

Not on this day

please Halle
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Please respect how I feel.

Hale ill keep asking that you show me your love so I =can show you mine.  I am clean and calm and
need the on e person I want the most. I always respect you I just dont understand? Explain and
maybe bi can not feel so saddened by your decision.

Hal?

Hal please honey. Just want to hear your voice.  w Knothat you love me. Baby im begging you im
here coxing the work and im Lon ely and especially today.

03-02-2019, 07:07

What time are you coming here

Looks like you are having company, I assume that text to me was an accident..

Yes my sober buddy Bobby McIness. We are going to get breakfast then go to a meeting.  He has
peripheral neuropathy and his hands a feet have been in pain and hard ton walk so ive been driving
him around in his car to doctors appointments the last 3 days. You seem so intent on making me
believe im not only not worthy of your love but that im  keeping things from you and therefore
oiling.  d Ilove you to know my days.

*lying

03-02-2019, 08:53

I’m glad you have support and that you are helping support a friend.

Im sick of your sarcasm and lack of any compassion on this day.  You wont communicate with me
except to be condescending and flippant on a day that is very difficult as im sure it is for you too.  I
asked just ton hear your voice and you with no explanation refuse.  t buyou have time to accuse me
of what I dont even know. Does that seem healthy and sober in the center of the program to you.

It was sincere

sure Hallie really seemed sincere - the way you would speak to the person you purport to love so
much. I told you about BOBBY THE 3 DAYS YOU DEEMED IT OK TO SPEASK TO ME. Please dont keep
pushing me in. =to the ditch you’ve dug for me. I can dig my own ditch just fine.
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This is why we shouldn’t communicate - I was being sincere. I know it’s a hard day, it is for all of us.
I’m taking kids to ccd. I’m thinking of you today.

“Looks like you are having company, I assume that text to me was an accident.. “ t

Sincere how

What were you sincerely trying too tell me there

Hallie.

Stop. I will not respond if you attack me. It was sincere.

‘You are purposely being the opposite of love right now

Sincere about what Hallie

Sincere about observing I had company coming over/

I’m not responding anymore, it never goes well. You will get through today.

‘What’s your point maybe just didn’t get it.]

Thats because Hallie you really need to stop and see how you do this every time.    I’m upset b/c you
wont talk to me on this day with no real explanation.  And then you write which by anyones account
(ill ask everyone here how they read it) a snide text implying that I was having company when I
should probably be in inpatient.  I am sincerely ceretain that is what you meant.  d Anthe comment on
support is a direct reference ton that last time you spoke to me to say exactly this:

“I’m not telling you you have to go 30 days, read the text. I said if you need support (that I can’t
provide you but you are begging me for) then you should be in a place that has 24 hour  support.”

so Hllaie in all sincerity  hope you can respect the truth of this— you are a bundle full of esenntments
towards me and that is why you always act so counterproductive to my sobritey and  do so
seemingly with intention over an over again.

Please Hallie just love me and say I support you hunter off course you can hear my voice

Please don’t call or text me again. I will not be the recipient of your anger and blame.
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Hallie what anger and blame

Really I’m fine

I wanted to tell you how much I love you

This morning that’s all

How much I care and only want you

I’m sober but that’s not enough for you right?

I just don’t know what more I can do

Really Hallie this is anger:

That’s not anger nor blame Hallie I love you

I love you hunter, you know that. Please leave it at that for now.
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Whatever you say Hallie.  Whatever you want.  And whenever you want it. Let me know when you
deem me well enough to speak to you by phone hopefully not another year of being excluded.  Ill be
as obedient as I can muster and follow your direction.  e Maybwe should just never talk again that
would solve this problem of me reach ng out with liv e you rejecting that love me becoming upset
and a angry of =ver the inexplicable  rejection and you then poi ting to my anger as evidence of my
lack of sobrety.

Or instead of pushing me and met talking g again we could try something new, which tis inclusion
and love and never rejection nor isolation.  We haven’t tried that yet in full or even part.  o Syou
choose hallie.

And really hallie what the hell does the mean:

I love you hunter , you know that, lets leave it at that or now.  y Reallwhat in gods green earth does
that even mean hallie.

03-02-2019, 09:59

Because once again it seems as if youre truly intent on pushing the same buttons over ad over again.
(I love you Hunter…)

03-02-2019, 11:44
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03-02-2019, 14:47

https://itunes.apple.com/us/playlist/beaumeyou/pl.u-gDR7CbNJRLD
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I love you hallie. I want you to let me back into your life. We need each other. I need you to be my
friend my lover my partner. I won’t a cent the notion that relying on you and relying on me you
somehow wrong. There should never be a time in which we can not will not choose not to “support”
one another.
You don’t want you to leave rehab early every time you went nor iop. I argued against you leaving.
But once you did I did not say “you cannot be a part of my life. I can’t support you or see you or talk
to you.”

03-02-2019, 20:42

I need your love hallie not the word. I need you to show me like I’ve shown you. If you have decided
that you can not give me that or simply will not show me love even though I’m clean then at least just
be a friend knowing that you love me but not the kind of love that requires anything but hope and
sympathy but not support and empathy.

03-02-2019, 22:10

04-02-2019, 05:44

Happy birthday 
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